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Description 

November, 1980 - Original printing. 

May, 1981 - Rewrite, adding a new initialization procedure, 
additional messages, the HYPERchannel feature, and the 
following new commands: CANCEL, JINPUT, POSTPONE, and 
PRINT. Also with this printing are changes in the manual's 
organization. Miscellaneous technical and editorial changes 
are also included and bring the manual into agreement with 
version 1.11 of the station. Change bars are not used in 
this reprint. This printing obsoletes all previous editions. 

July, 1982 - Rewrite. The MVS station manuals released with 
COS 1.11 have been reorganized to accommodate the new IBM MVS 
Station Internal Reference Manual, CRI publication SM-OD48. 
In addition, technical changes in this manual include the 
expansion of section 2 to include station operation and new 
messages. Miscellaneous technical and editorial changes are 
also included and bring the manual into agreement with 
version 1.11 of the station. Change bars are not used in 
this rewrite. This printing obsoletes all previous editions. 

December, 1983 - Reprint with revision. Changes are included 
relating to the implementation of Station Messages Subtask 
and front-end servicing for lOS mounted tapes. In addition, 
new station activation procedures are included, and a 
glossary and the following station commands added: END, 
LOGON, MESSAGE, SET, STAGE, STATCLASS, TAPE, TJOB, and 
TRANSFER. JINPUT command is superceded by the STAGE command. 

November, 1984 - Change packet. This printing brings the 
manual into agreement with the 1.13 release of the station. 
It includes a rewrite of the SET command, implementation of 
the JSTAT command, addition of the FORCE parameter on the 
CANCEL command, and addition of new commands RSTAT and 
FLUSH. New operator messages have also been added. 
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PREFACE 

This publication describes the operational features of the software 
that logically links an International Business Machines (IBM) or 
equivalent computer system to a CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP Computer System. 
The software that provides the logical link is an authorized 
application program running under the IBM OS/VS2 Multiple Virtual 
Storage operating system (MVS). This software link was developed by 
Cray Research, Inc. (CRI) as a service to its customers. 

The resulting combination of IBM-equivalent hardware and software and 
the CRI program is referred to as the MVS station throughout this 
publication. The station requires the presence of the MVS Job Entry 
Subsystem (JES2 or JES3) feature. 

General familiarity with the characteristics of MVS and the Cray 
Operating System (COS) is assumed. In particular, familiarity with 
the following publications is required: 

• COS Operational Procedures Reference Manual, CRI pUblication 
SM-0043 

• Operator's Library: OS/VS2 System Commands, IBM publication 
GC38-0229 

• IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, IBM publication 
GA22-7000 

• OS/VS Message Library VS2 System Codes, IBM publication 
GC38-l008 

• OS/VS Message Library VS2 System Messages, IBM publication 
GC38-l002 

Related publications provided by Cray Research, Inc., include: 

• IBM MVS Station Reference Manual, pUblication SR-0038 
• IBM MVS Station Internal Reference Manual, publication SM-0048 
• IBM MVS Station Installation and Maintenance Reference Manual, 

publication SM-0078 
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INTRODUCTION 

The MVS station provides the software connection between an International 
Business Machines System/370 Computer system or IBM-compatible front-end 
processor and a CRAY-I or a CRAY X-MP Computer System. The station 
provides the means for: 

• Job submission at Time Sharing Option (TSO) terminals, as well as 
at remote and local batch card readers, and 

• Transfer of job and data files between MVS magnetic storage and 
Cray mass storage. 

The Cray Computer System runs under control of the Cray Operating System 
• (COS). The IBM or IBM-compatible computer system runs under the control 

of the Multiple Virtual Storage operating system (MVS) with the Job Entry 
Subsystem JES2 or JES3. 

I 

The Cray mainframe is connected to the IBM-compatible Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) by a front-end interface (FEI), provided by Cray Research, 
Inc., or by the HYPERchannel network interface manufactured by Network 
Systems Corporation. 

Using the MVS station, a user can submit jobs or datasets to COS either 
as a Time Sharing Option (TSO) user, or from an MVS batch job submitted 
locally or remotely. 

Communication with the MVS station and the Cray mainframe is through 
commands entered by an operator at an MVS station console or by a TSO 
user at a TSO terminal. All console commands are explained in section 3 
of this publication. TSO users should refer to CRI publication SR-0038, 
IBM MVS Station Reference Manual, which describes the user interface to 
the MVS station. 

The operator at an MVS station console (or a TSO user with OPERATOR 
authority) can query and dynamically alter the status of jobs and the MVS 
station. The normal TSO user can query and dynamically alter the status 
of only those jobs with a terminal 1D (TID) equal to the user's TSO logon 
ID. 

One station in the Cray system is designated as the master operator 
station at installation time. When the MVS station is designated as the 
master operator station, the operator has complete control of COS and can 

1 
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manipulate all jobs in the system, control all mass storage, and set COS 
system parameters. All other stations in the system can alter only those 
jobs pertaining to that station. 

The MVS station can be designated as the master operator station instead 
of the default station. 

The MVS station can use a specific part of the display area on an MVS 
station console for some displays (for example, STATUS display). The 
operator can set up this display area before the MVS station is 
initialized using the CONTROL command described in the IBM Operator's 
Library: OS/VS2 System Commands, IBM form number GC38-0229 (XA version, 
GC28-1206). The console routing code used by the MVS station is an 
installation parameter that can be obtained from a Cray Research system 
analyst. 

COMMAND AND RESPONSE CONVENTIONS 

The operator commands and responses described in this manual use the 
following format conventions: 

UPPERCASE 

~ERLINED 

UPPERCASE 

! f Braces 

[) Brackets 

itaHes 

Indicates required data and gives the proper spelling. 
Data must be entered exactly as shown. 

Specifies the minimum number of characters for the verb 
or parameter to be recognized 

Enclose stacked items when one and only one of the 
items must be entered 

Enclose optional operands. Stacked items within 
brackets indicate that only one of the items can be 
chosen 

Indicate variable information, usually to be specified 
by user 

MESSAGE AND RESPONSE FORMATS 

Any message issued by the MVS station appears in the following general 
format. 
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• xx CSSnnnnt message 

• 

• 

xx MVS reply identifier if the message requires a reply (if 
the type is A); otherwise omitted from message. 

CSS Identifies the message as an MVS station message 

nnnn 

t 

Number of the station message 

Alpha character indicating type of message: 
A The station requests that the operator respond 

according to the directions in the message text. 
D Issuing task immediately terminates abnormally with 

message 

abend code 
E Error message 
F Station software failure 
I Informative message 
W Warning 

Message text giving reason for message 

Details of all messages issued to the operator can be found in Appendix A. 

Replies by the MVS station operator to MVS station messages should be in 
the following format. 

REPLY xx, response 

xx MVS reply identifier; required if previous message from 
station was type A. 

response One of the operator responses described in Appendix A 

SG-0037 

NOTE 

The xx portion of the reply must be entered with each 
response. Also the ENTER key must be pressed to 
terminate each reply. 
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STATION OPERATION 2 

The MVS station includes a system task, TSO command processors, a Cray 
job submission interface, and a utility program. The system task 
controls all transmissions to and from the Cray mainframe. The TSO 
command processor allows operator commands to be entered at a TSO 
terminal. The Cray job submission interface communicates requests for 
submission of jobs to the Cray mainframe between the user and the system 
task. A utility program initializes the control file used by the station 
software. 

STATION ACTIVATION 

The station activation process assumes that the station is defined as a 
subsystem to MVS and that the start procedure is a member of SYS1.PROCLIB 
(or a concatenated PROCLIB). This procedure defines the datasets to be 
used by the MVS station. As supplied by Cray Research, it is called ess; 
the installation, however, can give it another name. The ess procedure 
is described in more detail in the IBM MVS Station Installation and 
Maintenance Reference Manual, CRI publication SM-007B. 

Before the station software is activated for the first time, initialize 
the Transfer Request File (TRF) with the supplied utility program. (This 
procedure is also described in the IBM MVS Station Installation and 
Maintenance Reference Manual, CRI publication SM-007B.) 

Enter the START command to activate the station load module: 

START proaname[.identifier] 

procname Cataloged station initialization procedure name (ess for 
example). The actual procedure name is installation 
dependent, but must be a valid subsystem ID. 

identifier 
Optional station system task identifier. Can be used in 
subsequent modify commands instead of the name of the 
station cataloged procedure. This parameter is useful if 
the station start procedure is not called CSS. 
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• The following message is displayed, glvlng the station version being 
initialized and its date and time of creation. 

• CSSl08I STATION INITIALISATION STARTED-CSS vepsion-date time 

I 

I 

If a problem occurs during initialization, an error message is displayed 
and the station terminates (see Appendix A for error messages). Usually 
the station or procedure is not set up correctly. See the Cray Research 
system analyst. 

When the station has completed initialization, the following messages are 
displayed, indicating the Transfer Request File (TRF) has been read and 
that initialization is complete. 

CSS280I TRANSFER REQUEST QUEUE BUILT 
CSSllOI STATION INITIALISATION COMPLETE 

At this point, the station is active. CRSUBMIT, SUBDS, and CRAYCMD 
commands can be processed, and jobs and datasets can be queued for 
transfer. 

LOGGING ON TO COS 

Before logging the station on to the Cray Computer System, the following 
steps must be completed: 

1. Ensure that the Cray Operating System (COS) is running and the 
channel from the Cray mainframe is ON. 

2. Ensure that the Cray interface box or the HYPERchannel is online 
to MVS. See Appendix B for a description of the hardware. 

3. Verify the current values of the link type and maximum number of 
streams using the STATION command. Use the MVS station SET 
command to alter these values, if necessary. 

Use the LOGON command to connect the station to COS. 

If the station logs on successfully, the following message is displayed: 

CSS020I --------------- STATION LOGGED ON TO COS ---------------
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Jobs and datasets are transferred between COS and MVS. Operator commands 
to COS can be entered. If the station fails to log on, one of the error 
messages in Appendix A is displayed. The station remains active but no 
communication with COS is possible until a successful logon is 
performed. Any command entered requiring communication with COS produces 
an error message. 

LOGGING OFF FROM COS 

Use the LOGOFF command to stop communications between the station and 
COS. Entering LOGOFF without any parameters allows all streams to become 
idle before halting communication. 

LOGOFF,QUICK terminates communication immediately. Active transfers are 
halted and are automatically resubmitted the next time the station logs 
on to COS. 

After a LOGOFF command the station is still active, but no transfer of 
jobs or datasets occurs. Any command entered requiring communication 
with COS produces an error message. 

STATION DEACTIVATION 

To terminate the station after logging off from the cray Computer System, 
use the END command (see section 3) or the MVS STOP command. 

STOP identifier 

identifier 
I Station subsystem identifier (cataloged procedure name) 

Use the MVS CANCEL command to terminate the station without logging off 
from COS. When the MVS CANCEL command is entered with the DUMP option, a 

I SNAP dump of the station's Subsystem Vector Table (SSVT) is produced as 
well as the normal address space dump. 

CANCEL identifier[,DUMP) 
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identifiel' 
Station system task identifier or cataloged name procedure 
(usually CSS) 

DUMP Specify if additional diagnostic information is needed 

RESPONSE TO STATION REQUESTS 

During normal operation of the station, a user program running on the 
Cray computer System may request the use of datasets on the MVS system. 
Most requests proceed without operator intervention, but some functions, 
such as allocating units, mounting tapes, and handling dataset 
contention, must be performed by the operator. 

ALLOCATING UNITS 

The following messages appear if a job attempts to allocate a dataset 
where no unit is available: 

CSS342I JOB jobname JSQ jsq WAITING FOR UNIT unitname 
CSS340A ENTER RETRY, POSTPONE OR CANCEL 

jobname Name of the job running on the Cray mainframe 

jsq Job sequence number of the job running on the cray mainframe 

unitname Name of the device where the user is attempting to allocate 
the dataset 

Decide if an appropriate device can be made available. The unitname 
may be a generic name, such as TAPE, in which case a single tape device 
is required. Enter one of the following replies: 

RETRY Use this reply after making a device available (for 
example, by issuing the MVS command, VARY, to vary a device 
online) to cause the station to retry the dynamic 
allocation. 

POSTPONE Use this reply if a device is not immediately available, 
but may become available later. The request is put to the 
bottom of the queue and the transfer postponed until 
later. If no other requests are in the queue, message 
CSS342I is re-issued immediately. 
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CANCEL Use this reply if the request is for a unit that cannot be 
made available or that the user program is not entitled to 
use. This reply causes the transfer to be canceled, and 
the COS job to be aborted. 

MOUNTING TAPES FOR STATION USE 

When a tape must be mounted on a drive allocated to the station because a 
COS job attempts to acquire from or dispose to a dataset on tape, the 
following messages appear on the operator console: 

IEF233D M ddd, ser, [Labtypl, pro~name, OR RESPOND TO IEF455D MESSAGE 
IEF455D MOUNT Bel', ON ddd FOR pro~name OR REPLY 'NO' 

ddd 

Bel' 

Labtyp 

Physical device address 

volume serial number 

Label type: 
SL IBM standard label 
NL No label 
BLP Bypass label processing 

pl'oaname Name identifying the station to the system 

Mount the tape. If it is not possible to mount the tape, reply NO. A NO 
response causes the following messages to be displayed. 

CSS3441 OPERATOR DISALLOWED MOUNT OF VOLUME ael' ON UNIT ddd FOR 
JOB jobname JSQ jaq 

CSS340A ENTER RETRY, POSTPONE OR CANCEL 

Volume serial number 

ddd Physical device address 

jobname Name of the job running on the Cray mainframe 

jsq Job sequence number 

Enter one of the following replies: 

RETRY Enter this reply if 
appropriate device. 
re-issued. ) 

the volume can be mounted on the 
(Messages IEF233D and IEF455D are 

POSTPONE Enter this reply to postpone the transfer and requeue the 
request. 

CANCEL Enter this reply to cancel the transfer. 
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DATASET CONTENTION 

When a job attempts to allocate a dataset already allocated to another 
job or user, the station issues the following messages. 

CSS34lI JOB jobname JSQ jsq WAITING FOR DATASET dan 
CSS340A ENTER RETRY, POSTPONE OR CANCEL 

jobname Name of the job running on the Cray mainframe 

jsq Job sequence number 

dsn Dataset the job is attempting to allocate 

Enter one of the following replies: 

RETRY Enter this reply if the dataset can be freed immediately. 

POSTPONE Enter this reply if the dataset cannot be freed until 
later 1 the request is requeued. 

CANCEL Enter this reply to cancel the transfer if the dataset 
cannot be freed at all. 

The TSO user who submitted the job also receives message CSS3411 and can 
take action to free the dataset. 

COS MESSAGES AND REQUESTS 

The MVS Station processes and displays messages from COS tasks and makes 
requests on behalf of some tasks. 

Information messages 

The Station prefixes COS informational messages with an MVS Station 
message number as in the example below: 

CSS8001 message 

message COS numbered message described in the CRAY-OS Message 
Manual, publication SR-0039. The operator should 
follow the instructions for action given there. 
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Action messages 

The Station prefixes COS action messages with an MVS message number as in 
the example below: 

nn CSS80lA me88age 

MVS reply identifier nn 
me88age A COS numbered message which expects a reply. 

message and possible replies are listed in the 
Message Manual, publication SR-0039. Enter the 
correct reply in the standard MVS format: 

The 
CRAY-OS 

R nn, repty 

The MVS station forwards the reply to COS. 

COS tape mount messages 

When COS needs a tape mounted on a tape drive attached to COS through the 
I/O Subsystem, the MVS station issues the following message: 

nn CSS802A M deViee'8er,{~},zabtype,jObname,j8q'dn[,rea80nl 
OR REPLY NO OR RESELECT 

nn 
deviee 
Ber 
W 
R 
Zabtype 
jobname 

MVS reply identifier 
COS device address 
volume serial number 
Indicates that a write permit ring is required 
Indicates that a write permit ring is not required 
Indicates label type (SL, AL, NL) 

and jaq 
Indicate the COS job requesting the tape 
Local dataset name in the COS job dn 

reaBon Indicates the reason and appears on remount requests 
only. 

The operator should mount the requested tape on the appropriate drive if 
possible. If it is not possible to mount the tape on the appropriate 
drive, enter One of the following replies: 

NO Use this reply to cancel the mount. 

RESELECT Use this reply to cause COS to use a different drive. 

If the tape is mounted, COS cancels the message. 
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STATION COMMANDS 

The MVS station provides communication capability for MVS console 
operators and TSO users. The MVS console operator can query and 
dynamically alter the status of jobs and the MVS station. A normal TSO 
user can query and dynamically alter the status of jobs with a terminal 
identifier (TID) equal to the user's logon identification userid. 

Some commands can be entered only at the COS master operator station. 
The master operator station is defined at COS generation time. It can be 
changed temporarily, using the OPERATOR command. Some job control 
commands can control any job in the Cray system if entered at the master 
operator station. If entered at a non-master operator station, these 
commands can control only jobs with the same station ID as the station 
where the job control command is entered. 

Commands can also be issued at the master operator station to control the 
configuration of COS and system hardware. 

COMMAND SUMMARY 

The station commands perform the following general functions: 

• Controlling the activity of the MVS station 

END 
MESSAGE 

Terminates station 
Enters message in job logfile, station logfile, or the 
COS system logfile 
Prints the station logfile 

3 

PRINT 
SET 
TRACE 

Sets station logon attributes and SMF recording options 
Controls station tracing 

• Controlling the link to COS and transfers on the link 

SG-0037 

CANCEL 
LOGOFF 
LOGON 
POSTPONE 
STAGE 
STREAM 
TRANSFER 

Cancels an active stream 
Logs station off from COS 
Logs station on to COS 
Postpones an active stream 
Controls job and dataset staging 
Changes stream counts 
Displays or controls dataset transfers 
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• controlling the Cray Operating System (COS) and the Cray hardware 

Hardware 
CHANNEL Turns channel on or off 
CONFIGURE 
DEVICE 
FLUSH 

Alters COS tape or disk device configuration 
Changes read~only status of mass storage devices 
Backs up a volatile device to a dataset 

COS 
CLASS 
LIMIT 
OPERATOR 
RECOVER 
SHUTDOWN 

Turns job classes on or off 
Limits number of jobs active 
Changes master operator station 
Recovers system 
Shuts down COS 

• Controlling jobs and datasets on the Cray Computer System 

Drops COS job 
Changes job scheduling parameters 
Kills COS job 

DROP 
ENTER 
KILL 
MESSAGE Enters message in job logfile, station logfile, or 

the COS system logfile 
RERUN 
RESUME 
ROUTE 
SUSPEND 
SWITCH 
TRANSFER 

Reruns job 
Resumes job processing 
Changes station 10 
Suspends job processing 
Manipulates job sense switches 
Displays or controls dataset transfers 

• Displaying information about the station, the Cray Computer 
System, and COS jobs and datasets 

DATASET 
JOB 
LINK 
STATCLASS 
JSTAT 
RSTAT 
STATION 
STATUS 
STORAGE 
TAPE 
TJOB 
TRANSFER 

Displays COS dataset status 
Displays COS job status 
Displays link status 
Displays job class status 
Displays COS job task status 
Displays generic resource status 
Displays MVS station status 
Displays system status 
Displays mass storage status 
Displays tape device information 
Displays tape job status 
Displays or controls dataset transfers 

Table 3-1 uses the following abbreviations to indicate the availability 
of a command to an operator or TSO user. 

M Command can be issued only from the master operator station. 
T Command can be issued by a normal TSO user. 
o Command can be issued by any MVS operator or authorized TSO user. 
R Command is recorded in the station log when issued. 
L The station must be logged on to COS to issue this command. 
N The station must not be logged on to COS to issue this command. 
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Table 3-1. Command availability 

Availability codes 
Command 

M T 0 R L N 

CANCEL xt X X 
CHANNEL X X X 
CLASS X X X 
CONFIGURE X X X 
DATASET X X X 
DEVICE X X X 
DROP X X X X 

END xt X X 
ENTER X X X 
FLUSH X X X X 

JOB X X X 
JSTAT X X X 
KILL X X X X 

LIMIT X X X 
LINK X X 

LOGOFF X X X 

LOGON X X X 
MESSAGE X X X X 

OPERATOR X X 
POSTPONE xt X X 
PRINT X X 

RECOVER X X X 

RERUN X X X X 

RESUME X X X 
ROUTE X X X 

RSTAT X X X 
SET X X tt 
SHUTDOWN X X X 
STAGE X X 
STATCLASS X X 

STATION X 
STATUS X X X 

STORAGE X X 

STREAM X X X 

SUSPEND X X X 
SWITCH X X X X 

TAPE X X 

TJOB X X X 
TRACE X X 
TRANSFER X X X 

t Command ~s ava~lable only to the MVS operator. 
tt See command description for operands of the SET command, 

which can be used only when the station is not logged on. 
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JOB CONTROL INFORMATION 

A job is the unit of work described for the Cray Operating System (COS). 
A job enters the system via the station and is staged to the Cray 
mainframe as a job input dataset where it is scheduled for processing. 

A job input dataset begins with a set of job control statements defining 
the characteristics of the job and specific steps the operating system is 
to take while processing the job. The first control statement must be a 
JOB statement, providing the name of the job and specifying such values 
as job class, COS processing time limit, memory field size, and so on. 
Job control statements are described in detail in the CRAY-oS Version I 
Reference Manual, publication SR-OOII. 

Accompanying the control statements for the job may be one or more files 
containing source language decks, directives, and data to be processed. 
Additionally, data needed by a job can: 

• Reside permanently on Cray mass storage, 

• Be staged from MVS to the Cray mainframe independently of the job, 
or 

• Be staged from MVS to the Cray mainframe during job execution on 
the Cray computer. 

The operator identifies a job in a job control command by its job 
sequence number (JSQ). The JSQs are shown in the job queue status 
display provided by the STATUS display command. 

DATASET TRANSFER CONTROL 

All jobs and data sets waiting to be sent to COS, and all jobs and 
datasets being sent to or received from COS, are assigned a unique 
transfer number. This number is shown on the TRANSFER QUERY display. 
The transfer number can be used to cancel or postpone a transfer. Use 
the TRANSFER CANCEL and TRANSFER POSTPONE commands (rather than the 
CANCEL and POSTPONE commands) to cancel and postpone transfers. The 
CANCEL and POSTPONE commands manipulate streams, rather than transfers, 
and should be used only as a last resort. 

COMMAND ENTRY 

Commands are entered in one of three formats. The operator at an MVS 
console enters commands using the MODIFY format or the /command 
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character 1 TSO users enter commands using the CRAYCMD format. Command 
conventions are described in section 1. Command entry is terminated by 
pressing the ENTER key. 

MVS CONSOLE COMMAND ENTRY 

I The MVS console operator uses the MODIFY command or the /command format 
during normal station operation. 

I 

I 

Format: 

MODIFY identifier,eommandr,params] or /eommand[,params] 

identifier 

aommand 

params 

MVS station system task identifier or catalogued procedure 
name 1 normally CSS. 

Set of characters uniquely identifying the command to the 
station. In most cases, the entire command need not be 
typed 1 rather, the minimum number of characters needed to 
recognize the singular command must be entered. The 
mandatory characters to be entered for a command verb are 
shown underlined. A comma separates the command from the 
first parameter. 

Parameters to be entered with the commandl requirements for 
parameters vary with each command. These details are given 
with the individual command descriptions in this section. 
Parameters are separated by commas. A parameter having a 
default value may be omitted if the default is desired. 
The position of an omitted parameter must be indicated by 
the commas that would ordinarily delimit it. 

TSO USER COMMAND ENTRY 

TSO users communicate with the station using the TSO command, CRAYCMD. 
Normal TSO users can generally use only a subset of the station commands 
described in this manual. Commands entered at a TSO terminal are 
restricted to manipUlating only jobs submitted by the TSO user. A TSO 
user with operator authority can issue most station commands. The 
availability of commands to the TSO user is an installation parameter 
option. Refer to the availability information given in the command 
descriptions to find TSO user commands. 
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Format: 

CRAYCMD cOTTD11and [ , pal'ams ' 1 

cormrand Set of characters uniquely identifying the command to the 
station. In most cases, the entire command need not be 
typed; rather, the minimum number of characters needed to 
recognize the singular command must be entered. The 
mandatory characters to be entered for a command verb are 
shown underlined. A space separates the TSO command 
CRAYCMD from the station command. 

pal'amB Parameters to be entered with each command; requirements 
for parameters vary with each command. These details are 
given with the individual command descriptions in this 
section. Parameters are entered as described with the 
individual command descriptions, except that they must be 
enclosed in quotes. 

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

The remainder of this section contains descriptions of all commands 
supported by the MVS station. Command descriptions are in alphabetical 
order by command name. Each command has its function listed, its entry 
format, and the kind of console where it can be entered. 

A command entered in an invalid format is rejected with a message. The 
command may then be reentered in the correct format. Some commands do 
not return a message after the request is processed. Refer to Appendix A 
for more information on messages • 

SG-0037 

. NOTE 

The parameter separator for all commands entered at an 
MCS console is a comma. The separator for commands 
entered at a TSO terminal can be a blank or a comma. 
For clarity, a comma is used as the separator in the 
following command descriptions. 
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. . . 

CANCEL ..;. CANCEL AN ACTIWSTREAM 

FUNCTION: Abnor~lly terminates an active datasettraltsfer . and '. . 
cauSes theCray job to be aborted. Whenthetrantlfer :has 
been terminated, one of the following messages appears on 
the console: 

. . .' 

CSS30:J.I hh:lIIfIl:ss JOB jobnameSU$MISSION Tol::t CANCEr.ED 

CSS.301.Ih1'limm:88 . JO~dobnameJsQ .j~q{ ~i~~~ :}' {~~i~:~=l ' 
. . . ..... . . •. . , : SYfj,qU'l" . ', ' . '. . 

' ~$LED BYOl'EQATOR 
" , - , ..... -.. . 

d4tQ;setnarit6 · ' . 
. : XBM :datasetriame . . . ... . . 

FORMAT: ..... 

," "" . 

.' ' .. 

. 8tl'e.am. ' streamnwoberr 1..,SfOrlnputstreo\UllSf9-l6fOr 
'. outpiit ;sti-ea.ms. : The streamnuniber' of an 

acti1ie ti-ansfer Can be determinedf rom the .. 
··?TATIONc~anddisplay'. . . 

FOR~ >' . Cal!ose~ :th.e-ta.sk :~rocE!ssing .tlle streaiD. to be · 
.~l:ino(IQally . teim"in'ate.ci 'ar(d .' the transfer . . 

. . cancellede 'l'liiS. 'oiiei qnQ.Shi;)uld' only bEi us~d . 
. . . · foi:$tream~tb'at· cannot be Qanceiied ' by other ..... . 
• ... . : l\\ea"s} ' .. su.c}'l . ~,swh.~J1 ". Cinlol'vs : inount: ~.tnes~a~eif '.' 
.' . ; 0\1tst.a~.ci~!lnfor ;~pi;litiC14li;lr strea)n,andthe 
. ";:; voliiliie ·.cannotbe .liI9tinted. . 
, ' " - . '. ' "_ C'. ' , .. ' ••• ' ,';. ," • ". - ' • 
. ';- ,-. . : - ', . :-' . .' ~"" 

AVAI!ieII.ltYi .'. i.Avai.i~lirle.·totM6p~iat:oi ~tany.MVs cpnsole iwtien ,the ; . 
,$.tatiol)ls l eggeQ ~ntocOs. . This CQinIii~nd is . riot • . 
""",-ailabl e ,to"any 'TSO usei-. :'., 
'. . . .".~. ' .. ; ',' , ' .. 

SG-0037 

. ':- '" 

.. i .:! ... ·• 

The TRANSFER CANCEL command should nOl,'mallt ,be used to 
terminatealt . · aet'iv~ ·· t~allsfei-~ .. ,The . CANCEL "command . 

:::~~±!ite:l;~!ti<~::ti~:~~~n .tr~ilsfers • and . should b~ . 
. , '. ," . " ,;, 
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CHANNEL - TUaN CHANNEL ON OR OFF ___ 

FONC'l'ION I 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY : 

Enables or disables the specif-ied channel to a station or 
to mass storage devices. Cray channels are defined in 
pairs (one input channel and one output channel) numbered 
from 1 through 12. 

CHANNEL, channel, [ominall,{~- , -
--- OFF 

o.hannel 

aminal 

Number ofchannelpair,t decimal number in 
the range 1 through 12. Consult a Cray 
Research system analyst for specific channel 
assignments. 

Optional ordinal -of channel pair; decimal 
number in range 0 throligh 255. If not 
specified, default is O. Con_sult a Cray 
Research system analyst for specific channel 
ordinal assignments. 

". ~ . 
ON Turns on channel pai r 

OFF Turn~ off channel pair 

Available only at the master operator station when the 
station is logged on to COS 

t 6 Mbyte channel on CRAY X-MP mainframe with number in range of 1-4 
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CLASS - TURN JOB CLASSES ON OR OFF 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT; . 

AVAILN3J;LITY: , 

SG-p037 

Turns on Or off .the specified 'COS job class ' or an cos 
job claSses. ,::rObs in a class that is ·off do ,not 
initiate until that class is turneq on • .. 

CLASS'{~. L},{ON } 
JO~ ' .. OFF 

. . 

ALL TUrns on or off all jOb classes 

jot · Name of job class to be turned Oil or offl 1 . 
through 7 alphanumeric characters. 

ON . Turns on jobclass or classes 

OFF Turns off . job class or classes 

. i 

NOTE 

If any classes are· OFF wh~n a CLASS,ALL,OP);' 
. occurs, · the next C.LASS,ALL,ON turns on all but 
those claS'sElI? . 

Availableqnly at the maste-t · operat<;lr st:atiotiwhen tl}e 
stati on is-,lo<;gedonj;6 cos . 

.. " ", ,,' 

. ' .. 

. .' 

" , 

C . 



;- . 

:'1...' . >·,,<i\ " . ...... ~;.:::~: ..... ::: --, . .',' ........ :.-. 

j~Q~.IGgi~~, ".~ ..• ~~ims.,; ~o8:. 'l.,. ~~ .QR .. p$K' ;~~rQi ,~¥<i~~to~t{ "/ .. 
". ~. '" 

. ...... ," 

.! . "r' ....... :-, 

."', '. '0_" 

- .~ ..... ',' ;_.:., .. : 
'. -: ' 

. : ;.FlmC'l'II!)N; • ,' ;" .' Alters . thestat;ils ' ofa ·· c6s ~tape- d~vice ;Qr: .~hannelQr . 
. ' .'. . .. ~., ·r:(:i c~n.trQl~ unit,TIi"e¢oNFiGtap~ cortiffiandh\!os tw~ :'formats. '. 

f'" i" .' ;-·.: Th:e~itsti!.:j.l,owii :ttiestatus ,of !l·:device .to .be ' dha~'3ed1 . . ' 
.' . ' ; ..... ; .' .. ' .... ..> ... the ·s~t:ond allows the sta t1,lsof . the . ohannel ~rcQrtl:rol . 

. ", unitto ·be changed and, may a;efect <all.:'devices connected .. 

. 

to-thatchan.nel orc~rit,i:.Ql tiiiit; . , "" .., 

.: ~LT~:" ";': .:_·C0NFi®~:~~:dl1n~, '{ru)bNLi}][,J.ul Aj •···· 
, ;.. . . .\ .. \:~," .' RDWR'l' . • \DOWN J .' 
: . . ,.~ .-

'. ,. 

t.;: 
'.:, ';". , .. 

. ,' " 

"' :- . 
;: " 

· . 

•••• j. 

,., . . . 
. ~ ,. . 

.: . :.:-; .... : 

. : .. ' C~NFIGrmE.'ICHl=~h [;C~l , [i~P"iopid]'.{--~;l?} 
'.-. '; .... " 

' .. 

',,~ .. c:l:1i11 ··· •• · oeV:iceri~~i ·k8 ASeIl!<:har;adterS • 
.' ..... , .'. . '" : .. . ~ . 

.. ; ... 

, . . .. . ,. ICHl-'eh[;,cul · '."'; .. . 
" .' . ' IOjl channe1riUIilber a.~seri~to~, : 

,: ' .. 

'. '. '. -, .~ . ... . .~. 

'ch ' ' ,: NJnibeiof 'the toP ' channel. Mti.st be 
t.wo octald·Lg.its'·betweeri .20 arid 37 • . . ~ '. 

.. .. : .' -' . . - -' . . '" ' . - , . ,- .'. - . .' . 
:" •. .. ~ . .. ' 

• •• ~' •• OJ • ... ;'- •• " .... ': .... '.: ... :.;., 

Contr~l:ler . ~ni,t. con~ec:;ted . to the < .. , . ":'~" " . Cu . 

;: . . ;.: 
. -:" 

. -~ ... ' 
'. ;'.;-. .. ..;; ,.: 

: spec,ified ,IOP' Cn<i\il/1el;". · Musj:. /je ' l1 . 
,' sirtgleb~xCl4~ciinat: di¥t , 0-9 or A~F .• 

, ,' . 
. ': .;:.. . . '. : .. ',' '" .-' - . -. '~.: ': 

· ! .. ' 
; 

.' ~ -" ,'" 
:<·~~r.:y ,,'''peV--ice. isintead'-Qrtly inode" 

.. _ I. 

- .' - . 

"" ROwR~ .. 
· ~. : '.:"-' . .... . .. .. 
.. ~ ~ , . '.' ··Device '.ia 'logicallY . avail~ble " ~()iiystem .• . 

.... ' . ', ' .,.'.. ' .. , ';'. ,....' " '. ',' ". . .' ~.~ : ...... . 
'i 

. , " .. 
. : . .... -. ' . ', .. 

r. ~. 

. ~. .." 

. .... 

. .( '.' 
- ~ . 

, ,- . 

· , . 

:', 

s$~o.(T~q:: " 
··r . 

peVice , ~~ ' iogiC~l:J,YU~$y,ailable · to s~st;em • . ~ ! . 
" . ' . " . :~ 

: . IOP":iOp--£d lOP' identifi.er speciiiying the .IOP to which . 
~he . channel l ,s cOlulec~ecr .iopidmust ' bea 
single digit, . 0-3 ; ,. j {XIO!')j,s . tiie default. ' - ...• 

'. :,C' 

. ~ . 
'. ~ , 

OFF 

::', .'-

., .... 
; . .. . :' 
J .~.'- . . 

.-'". 

". Channel , <if ' specified alone) o'r 'c,ontrol unit 
." (if both ' cnannei al'ldcontrol uni t . ar.e·, 
specified) isiogicii"llyavailable . to the 

.. . ~ . - . 
.sy~tem • 

~ .' .' 

." . Channel '. (1f , spec,!.f iE;d~lone) . orcont-roluni t 
(if botnchann~i iUldgol'ltrol ,uni t are 

, . 
'. '. ' . ',; 

"':" 
C ' 

..' ' .... ... :,' - ..... :,. .. :'" 

.... 
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FORMATS: 
(continued) 

DISK: 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

specified) is logically unavailable to the 
system. The status of any devices connected 
to the channel or control unit may also be 
affected. . 

Alters the status of a ·disk device by changing the device 
characteristics as described in the Equipment Table . 
(EQT). This command is operational only if tapes ate 
configured in the system. 

. . {AVAIL} {ROONLY} CONFIGURE,DVN=dvn[, NAVAIL ] [, RDWRT 

DVN=dvn 

AVAIL 

NAVAIL 

RDONLY 

RrMRT 

RBN-Y 

SCR=Y. 

SCR"N · 

VOL=N 

WDL=Y 

WDL=N . 

[,VOL-N] [,CTL=N] [, WDL= {~}] 

Device name, 1-8 ASCII characters •. 

Device is present and can be used. 

Device is not present or is unusable. 

Device is in read-only mode, no space will be 
allocated on this device. 

Device is in read-write mode, space can .be 
allocated on this device. 

Device is designated request by name, space:is 
. allocated · on this .device~)nly - if ~pecificallY 
requested by user • 

. Device is .nottequest by. name .• . 
: . 

DeVice is scratchonln no Clatasetls can b.e 
saved on- thiS device. 

Device is !lot scratch only. 

Device i.s not a volatile device. 

Devi.ce is not a controlled device. 

Write device label. 

DO not write device label. 

AVAILABILITY: . Available only at the master operator station, which must 
be logged on 
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DATASET -DISP~Y COSDA';l'ASE'l' S'l'A';l'U.S 

F~C'l'ION: Returns the following dataset status message: 

CSS480I DA'1.'ASE';l' pdn ID-userid ED=sd AND 
CSS480l.(continued) OWN=ov {DOES } EXI.ST 

. . . DOES NO'l' . 
. . . ". . . 

DA'l'ASE'l',pdnl ,ussridl I ,edl I,ou] 

pdn 

userid 

sd 

' . av 

Name of permqnellt dataset for which status is 
requested1 1 through 15 alphanumeric 
characters. 

User ID of permanent dataset for which status 
is requested1 1 through 8 alphanumeric 
characters. . If not specified, null is ul3ed. 

Edition number ' of reqUested dataset1 1 through 
. 4095. If sd is not specified, the status of 
the nighest numbered edition is .returned. If 
sd is nonzero, the status of the requested 
edition is returned • 

. Ownership value of the requested dataset. If 
not suppl i ed, the COS default ownership value 
is used • 

. AVAILABILI';l'Y: Available to the operator and to a TSO user when the 

SG~O()37 

. s :tation . is. logged. on to COS. 

NO'l'E 

When entering this commanCl·.at a'l'SO terminal with OpER 
pr i vile9.e, the TSO format must be used. See the: IBM . 
MVSStation Reference Manual , CRI publication SR,..()038 
for the ' correct · format • . . 
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DEVICE ~. CH/WGE READ..;oNLY STATUS. OF~S ,STORAGE OEVICE ' . , . . . . ' .'. .' . ' . . . ' . . 

FUNCTION: 

I 

, ~ '. 

'. : . 

, ....... . . ' .. . . 
. ' .,. ' 

' .. ' .. ' , ...... ' 

,: '. 
'., . " 

- , . ~ . -.:' .. : .. 
'. .... . satsot clears read-.onlYBtatus fqrahYGrai ,hia~SBt-o~,il;ge 

device - ;,',-,; 

'Q!i, • 
OFF ' 

PUBLlc t 
PRIVATEt -

: " 

~ ". " 

i ' 
' :~. ' ...•..... ·~~··:er~:, ~!~: ~~:~~~~: .. , r. 

-'.' . '" ' . '.' 

". ,., ';~;:;i:~i:~f!~a,:e~~e il:B~~r::r:::r;:rJ~: "iS 
.. ~ .:- .. 

.' . : . 

ON . I · 

'. ~ 

'.' . - . ,.-. 

. ,-' 



I ' DROP' - DROP ,COS JOB 

FtJNcT:ION: 

AVAILABILITY: 

I 

SG-0037 

Ends processing of a job by COS but saves output dataset 
associated with the job. DROp causes the job to be 
aborted. Job execution cont'inues with control statements 
encountered ,afterthe next EXIT control statement, if any. 

jeq Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying job or 
dataset to COS; obtained through the STATUS 
command. 

Available to the operator a,nd to the TSO user. At the 
master operator station, the operator can drop any job 
running in the Cray system. At other stations, the 
operator can drop only jobs with the same station ID as 
the one where the DROP command , is entered. A TSO user 
can dr,op any jobs witq T,IDsequal to the user's log-on 
ID.This command is available , only when the station is 
logged on to COS. 
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./ ' 

.. '. 

',-

: .. -.- .. ;; " .. ' ,'- ", 

'?~-. ~ .. 

. ," ... -' 
" ' ...•.. -. .. .. . ~.-

END T ..• ~. . iiATE.~TA,'P9tj< ' 
- - " .. ~ -

.!' .": ., " 
. ', : : .. " 

. ~. 
. ~ 

.;,. . 

'FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAlLABILI'FX: 
• .'"!o 

.'," 

, ' 

... " 

. ~.~ -
, .' 

.. , ... 

\'~~lifihate~~ ~i1~t~tt()n~cti;;.i.~y~the station :mifst:·.lbe 
lOS,ged off frOm COS befbre ' ~hil> ¢.qiraDand:~is:\.siil,led ~ ~" 

~'" ;.--

" .. -

. ' ..... 
. .., . 

. ,Avaiiabl'e ' !fQ the oper-a-tor at· ,ariY'~,' d:in*dl~ ,~, Th# .' 
," ~~~ ' ls\ lI"9t :a'{<lklabl.e ·, to: ~ TSo ,U13!!r~ii~ ,OPERATQR.' .. ~ 

:''''<lutiior'itf'-'-',' ";' " , ,,' '. '. :", .'.-

. - -; .. . ... -. . ~ . 

. •.. 

' '':', . . , -.. ;' 

J 
. ',',' .::-

'.' 
. "i. 

,. 
.•.. "!., 

. -",' 

- '", ,.-: 

' .. .' 

",,' 

".=:' .~. >:",.:, 
--. 

.. ',--, 

usee 

:'":"':, ": 

.... i··'· 
~ - " ... ~- : 

. ,j 
~ . . -;. 

-;. . 
- ,,>::' 

.j-, 

,"' '~.: 

.;

, 

~' 

.{.,," "j 

,.., . 

' .. ~; 

~" 

.' ";:" ',.-

.,~ , 
- .~ ,.,",,-, -:.-. 

'. :':': 

-. - " , 
' , ' 

. ..... . 

, -, -
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ENTER . - CHANGE JOB SCHEOULING PARAMETERS 

FUNCTION: 

FO~T: 

·. 5(}.-0037 

Changes station 10, terminal 10, and scheduling 
pa-=ameters associated with a . jobor its queued datasets. 

IDf!..ER, j8Q, 

j8Q 

TIME 

PRIORITY 

10 

!.IME-tZ. 
PRIORITY"pri 
IO=id[ ,tid] 
£.LASS-jcZ. 

Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying job to 
COS; obtained through the STATUS command. 

Assigns a new time limit to a job; may cause a 
change inpriority and/or class assignment if 
job is in input queue. 

tz. New time li~it; 0 through 16777215. 
The time . limit is ' a decimal count of 
the maximum-' number of seconds the job 
will be allowed to execute on the Cray 
mainframe. 

Assigns a new priority to a job or its output 
dataset; · may ' cause change in class assignment 
if job is in input queue. 

p2'i New priority; decimal number in the 
range 0 through 15. 

Changes station and, optionally, the terminal 
10 for the job or output . dataset. This 
paramete·r may cause a change in class 
assignment if the job is in the input queue. 

id New .station 10;2. alphanumeric 
characters. 

tid New terminal 10;. optional; 1 through 8 
alphanUiner;!.c characters. If tid is 
not specified, null is entered as the 
new terminal 10. At an MVS station, 
' the terminal 10 is the TSO user log-on 
10 or job name from a Cray 
batch-submitted job. 
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FORMAT: 
(continued) 

CLlUiS Assignl!l a . new job clal!s 1£ the job is i~ t~e . 
input queue. Chang.1ng this parallleter may , 
cause a change in priority. 

jot Ne'w j .ob class; 1 through 7 
alphanumeric characters~ . ; 

AVAILABILITY: Available to the. ope.rator. . Atthelllaster operator ' 
station, the operator can change par~E!te~s ·foratiy jilt) · 
in the Cray system. At other stations.,operaiors .'cari: •. 

. change pa·rameters only fOr job$ with the . sallie stat.ion' X)) 
as the one where the ENTERcOIIIIIIand ,iserttereci.A :norl\l<il 

. TSQuser ,o:;annotchange job parameters. " Thi.$c~nd ' ~$ 
availal:ile only wheri the station islog.ged on to CoS. " 

. . '. .. 

EXAMPLES :EN7'ER,~ 723, ~IME, 10 

.: . ..... 
, ",' 

.; '. 
'. ~ . 
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, 
, . 

Th~jobh:aving the. JSQ of .1723wiU. 'be allowed toexeQute 
a maxillium': of 10 seco~s before the job is ' aborteawit~ 
::iobtlme, J:~it. 

. . -:. '.: ~. ". . .' 

Th~ pr.1Qri'tYfor the jQbhaving . the .. JSQof 1204 . is 
. charigeat:o 5. ' . 

. . ',. " 

. . ,,'. 

. ' , ', 

· ~. 

-.: " 
· ' . 

. ::-'.-

. ' ".:: . 

.. : '."'" 

. . ~. 

..... "., 
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FLUSH - BACJt UP . A VOLATILE DEVICE TO A BACKUP DATASET 

, 
FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAI~ILITYI 

sq-0037 

Backs up a VOlatile device to a dataset 

FLUSH, device 

device Name of device~ 1 through a alphanumeric 
characters • . Consult a Cray Research systems 
analyst for specific device name. 

Available only at the master operator station when the 
station is logged on to COS 
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JOB- DISPLAY JOB.·STATUS , 

FUNCTION: 

:: ' .. 

.;, .' .~'., . ,',:. . . 

, , 

. Displays the status. of .a COS . job. 

Thejob~iatus message returned , by, thitl .e.~d has 'the:' 
folloWing general fornl: ,. . 

CSS463± JOB jobname ' JSQ jB<[ (job statUs) 
CSS43.2i LOG (last logfite message) . 

Where job status reports one of the following 
COhd:j,tions: . 

'. AWAITI-NGCl>U 
AWAITING MEMORY 
AWAl;TING .TRANSFER 
DOES NOTEXiIST " 
OO~T •. 
EXEciJTiN(} .. . 

. LOCKED ' By ·~STAR'l'UP 

. ~~~'::~ '=~I{)N' 
.'>'QUEtjEDtOR- TAPE 

. RO!.LEDOUT. . ..... 
'. 'ROloI!ING iN ' 

RDLlJINGOQT 
. sus_Ei:> BYSYSlrEM 
. Sus~~9YoliRATOR 

. . SUSPEtmEO. ilY ' RP;cOWRY 
' T~S;eEa :IN ,~oGRESS 

'.' '. WAfTJ;ltQ';,.Ftlll I/O' • ....• : .', 
, > Wj(4TI:NG-:~F()R EvENir ' 
, -' , '-,. " -', -. .. ,: .. - .:~ ....... - .,.-::, ", 

/ 

. ,: '~ '. . 

-' > 

, 
; . 

· ~ . . 

.. >. 

· ; 

· ~ .•.. 

· :: ... 
.:; " 

i . 

· , 
· ~ , 

-.,' . " . ., ~ " 

' •.• 'l'hEi . t,-*~ ,;~~"fif1li1;e ,m8sljo;ge iEl: 4i~~J.ay~illll~~~ . th~j6b .• 
. ' '·' Stlltus l!i .OOES .};j~P;Xi$T, ·QuEUED F:O:REXECUTl:ON,or<~: . " ,'FOlt TAPB~ . ·> " . ',,' '. ,.' .'. '. i· " ,,; , 

~ , . ~ , " .- I;,~ - . -.... 1. . , 

.• JrO~T:: , ' . VQB",:f.q~~J:;ti8q;j', ." ,......., " , . ' ':i ;:: 

.' ... ·'~f~$~~t~4~~r~~~~:··'··' r" '. 
" iB<[ ..:, Jpb!;,~Ii~neenWilb~J: ,@SQ'· iden:~i#yiilg jqb ~? 

., " ........ ,'¢Ogf ;o.btaine4 ;l)ii'.oi,igii,J::1ie. STAl'Ufl i colIInClIl,0. , .1I!= 
.' " ,jsq' ~B not,'~pecI~i~&. ;: tne status ,for the".·, . 

', first .;jobriq,mit: en~hter.ed' is ,fij,j,splayed. ..~ .. ' 
. - - . '.: .:. ~ ~'-'" . " . :> ~"" • " . :.:': 
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AVAILABILITY I 

• 

Available to the operator and the TSO user. At the master 
c;>ptIrator sta~ion, the operator can request job status for 
any job in the cray system • . At other stations, operators 
can request job .status for only jobs with the same station 
ID as the one where the JOB command is entered. A ~SO 
user can display job status information. for jobs with TIDs 
equal to the user' s logon ID. · This command is available 
only when the station is logged on to COS • 

. , 

3-20 C-Ol 
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• JSTAT - DISPLAY STATUS OF A JOB AND ASSOCIATED TASKS 

• 

, 

FUNCTION: Displays status of a specific job and that job's tasks 

FORMAT: ~AT, jobname,jsq 

jobname 

jsq 

COS job name for which status is requested 

Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying job to COS. 
The jsq ,of job can be obtained through the 
STATUS display. 

AVAILABILITY: Available to the operator and the T50 user .At the master 
operator station, the operator can request job status for 
any job in the cray system. At other stations, operators 
can request job status for only jobs with the same station 
ID as the one where the JOB command is entered. A TSO user 
can display job status information for jobs with TIDs equal 
to the user's logon ID. This command is available only :when 
the staj;ion is logged on to COS • 

SG-0037 3-20.1 ·C-Ol 
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I KILL - KILL COS JOB 

I 

I 

.1 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

DepenQing on ' the status of theCOS.job, either deletes 
' its input dataset from the input queue if processing hai; 
. not yet begun, terminates processing if processing has ' 
begun, or deletes the job's output dataset from the 
output queue if processing has completed. KILL (unlike ' 
DROP) causes the job to terminate immediately, and cmly · .. 
the job lc>gfile is re.turned. 

KILL,j8Q 
' < 

j8Q Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying the jop 
or its output dataset to COS, obtained 
through the STATUS command. 

AVAILABILITY: Available to the opera.tor and ' the TSO user. At the 
master operator statiOn, the bperator can kill any job 

SG-0037. 

runningin.·the. Cl'ay system • . At . othe.rstations, ~ . ' 
operators can only kiil. jobswit\1. the same station 10 a~ 
the olle. where the KILL command is entered. A normal TSP 
user can only kill jobs with the same terminal ID as the 
user 's log~n 10. This command is available only when " 
the station is logged on t ,o CQS • .. 

3-21 
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LINK - LINK STATUS DISPLAY 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

EXAMPLE: 

SG-0037 

Provides the following inforlliation about the link between ; 
the MVS station and the Cray mainframe. 

• Station 10 (10) 

• Channel' number (CH) 

• Channel ordinal (CO) 

• Number of active input streams (AI) 

• Number of active output streams (AO) 

• Maximum number of input streams at LOGON (MI) 

• Maximum number of output streams at 'LOGON (MO) 

• Maximum number of active streams at LOGON (MA) 

,. , Queue ,count: number of dat<l,sets queued for staging to 
tl\e stat~on (OQ CT) 

• Number of subsegments per message (SSG) 

• Su!>seglDentsize in · 64-blt words (SIZJ:l) " 

hl!iK 

Available to the operator. Information about all stati0l:\ 
links ' ill displayed at the master operatorl>t;ation. , At; . , 
other statiorts" only information concer rting the link for 
that station!1> dillplayed,. This comm<l,nd . ill avdl,able 
only when ,the station, is logged on ·to COS. 

LINK 
, , 

08.41.37CSS~651; CRAY LINK STATlJS 
,10 ' CRCO AI , 'AD , MI ' ,MO 
JR12 " , 0 1 2 5 5 
END OF DATA 

3-23 
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SSG 
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r..o\;;oFF - .LOG OFF .$TATION 
" ~ 

f · 
. , 

FmiCTIONI " 

, . , 
" 

. , 
. - .' 

) . . , 

Terminates communications i;)etw.Eljln CSS and the Cray 
mainfraI1le either ill1l)led:i.atelyorwhenall" 'currently active 
streams are finished. The following messages appear at 
the MVS console: 

CSS433I STATION LOGOFF IN PROGRESS 
q>S014W ABORTIVE r,oGOFF STARTED (if QUICK entered) 

When log off has completed, the following message is 
issued: . 

CsS02lI - LOGGED OFF FROM COS 

-,LOGOFF! , QUICK J 

" QUI,CK 

._, ' -

All curr.ent streams ar.e aPortedand the 
station 'is logged 'off inu'nediately. Transfers 
betweenMVS. and COS· -and vice versa are 
interrupted and postponed; they are restarted 
when the station is logg.ed on" again. If QUICK ' 
is omitted, , the stat!ort is logged off when all . 
current streams have finished. . 

AVAILAiULI'lIY~ Available to the operator. Thts command i,s available 
only .when the station is logged on to COS. 

, . , .' 

i 
; 

,! .-

'; ; 

.' ~ 
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LOGON - LOG ON STATION 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY:': 

. ",,'::. 

Establishes. cOllUUunicationbetween the station and COS. 
The pata1netets~ used during . the log-on processarettie 
station defauits,or those set by the last SET command. 
(See secti,qil2. of· this· il\ailuaL) TO di5playthel09~n 
defaults, use theST~TI9NcOnlllllhld. ~ 

LOGON 
..", . ' 

Avialable to .the operator 

. . ~ 

.. '~, . ", ~: ': . 

. ,'- -.:--

" : .. .-: 

.. ' ... . :-;: .. -
~ .'-' . , 

. < 
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MESSAGE - ENTER MESSAGE IN JOB LOGFILE OR STATION OR COS SYSTEM LOG 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

Th.is cOlll\1land allows a user to ' enter a- message into the 
COS logfile of a job belonging to him; or for an operator 
to enter a message into a COS jobs logfile or into the 
station or COS system log. 

MESSAGE, 

JOB,jobname,jsq 
~OTII, jobname, jsq 
SYSTEM 

STATION 

, 'message' , 

JOB Enters message into the job logfile 

BOTH Enters message into the job logfile and the 
COS system logfile 

SYSTEM Enters message into the COS system logfile 

STATION Enters message into the station log 

jobname Name of job, 1 through 7 alphanumeric 
characters, the first of which must be 
alphabetic (A~Z). 

jsq Job sequence number (JSQ) by which the job is 
identified. The JSQ for the job can be 
obtained through the STATUS display. 

'message' Character string to be entered into the 
logfile. The message is truncated to 79 
characters if necessary. 

AVAILABILITY, Only the STATION option is available when the station is 
not logged on to COS. An operator at the master 'operator 
sta'tion can enter messages for any job in the Cray 
system. An MVS operator may enter messages for jobs with 
the same station ID as the one at which the station 
cOnunand is entered. Normal TSO users can only enter 
messages into jobs where TID matches that of the user. 
Only the JOB and BOTH options are available to normal TSO 
users. 

g,G-0037 3-26 C 
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OPERATOR - CHANGEMAS~ER OPERATOR STATION 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

' A vAIUBILITY: .. 

SG-0037 

Changes master oPerator station from curre~tly designated .. 
station to another. The new master operator station is ~ 
identiffed by station IDandterminal ID. To change the 
master operator station, the ' current password ml1st be 
given in the OPERATOR command. If a new password is 
desired, it is included after the curtentpassword. 

The default master operator station identifferis· a COS .
installation parameter. On the CRAY-l, MOdels A, B, . 

. S/500, ·. or 13/1000, t~e Maintenance Control Unit; . (t4.CO) is .' 
speciffed, Clsthe rnaster ·operato.rstation; . . on the .cRAY-l .-. 
Models 5/1200 throughS/4400 arid onthe. CAAY X-MP, all 
models, the Master I/O processorlMIOP)in the I/O . 
Sl1bsystemassumestherole by default. . 

'. OPERl\TOR,id,tid,pw[,npu>i 

id 'StationIDof the new master operator statioIl; 
~ .alpha.numeric characters. Consult a Cray 
Research system analyst for st~tion lOs. 

tid .. Terminal ' ID Of the new master operator ;. 

"p!o1. 

'. . 

ripw 

. ' ,-.' 

statiorl; 1 through 8al.phanlllDericC;;haracters .; 
. '->CPl)sul'ta CrctyRiiis:esrch system analyst . for 

· terIninall;D.~I. . 
'. " -

. .- pa'ssworC:ll1j;hrol1gh 8al~hanumer ic 
char-ii--ctE!rs~ ' Cqnslllta crayR:esearch system .-

. aniilystfor passwOr". '. '. . 

OFtiona11&l1ter if a pew passwoJ;d is to be 
l'equire~l .for!!ubse~ent Ollll:RATQR ,COlnmands7 1;'- . 

. t:J;it-oughi! · ~Apt(l:1I1lJIneifc·.-c.har:actE!rs" '. . ., , ' - , - ' -; . . ' " , . , . "" " \ . , ' - .; ... ,. ', . "" . " 

". O~EI!A'T6R,~pi~3 iQt..p~w ,~w 

. tnthe . eXfU!l~le:' th~new, mctsteroperator stat ibn is 
id!i!ntifle«, byIDCDapd, termlnalID T3. ·· ~epassword 

'. i:~q!iiJ;ed-tQ'-chan,ge' the JOB;S te~ operator ' 'st.ai:ion 
de.si9qati(m: ~S ,QtDW . ' ';rtie neWpa~.sWQt'}:l is ' ~.~ . , . - . -. ' -.. , ". - - - '.. - .- - " , -'- . -- ",. -

.- , . .: ':-J,- :.: -. . ; .~: . 

: : .... , 
..' . 

, 
; . ' 
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POSTPONE - POSTPONE AN ACTIVE STREAM 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

Postpones an active dataset transfer by abnormally 
terminating it and requeueing the request. The 
originating COS job, if any, is not affected. One of the 
following messages appears at the MVS console: 

CSS301I hh:"",: aa JOB jobname SUBMISSION to {COS} 
, , MVS 

POSTPONED BY OPERATOR 

, {ACQUIRE OF dataaetname} 
CSS30lI hh:"",:aa JOB jobname JSQ jaq DISPOSE TO dataaetname 

SYSOUT 
POSTPONED BY OPERATOR 

'dataaetname IBM dataset name. 

POSTPONE,atream 

stream Stream number; 1-8 for input streams; 9-16 for 
output streams. The stream number of an active 
transfer can be determined from the STATION 
command. 

AVAILABILITY: Available to the operator at 
station is iogged on taCOS. 
available to any TSO user. 

any MVS console when the 
This command is not 

SG-0037 

NOTE 

The TRANSFER POSTPONE command should normally be used 
to postpone, an active transf~r. The POSTPONE command 
manipuLates streams rather than transfers and should be 
used only as a last resort. 

3-28 C 
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PRINT - PRINT THE STATION LOO'ILE 
, .... 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: . 

".-: ... 

~ .: 
. ,. 

.... . ... : .. -', .. " 

' . 

", . -,. 

',:.-; 

".- . 

. .' 

" -' 
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.. "\-

, : .' ' .. ~' ,' 

' .. :-' 
.:.;.;. 

prinl;s theclir.rent 
messages isi;~ed by 
ors inc~ statenp;' 
MVS console: 

. . . . . 

MVS station iogfi.le ·containing .ail 
theMVS sta.tion since the : la'st PRINT 
Th~ " f()Uowing ' mess~ges ~pear . atthe 

CS$43~ISTATIONLOG FlU;: QT.JEUED ro~ PRINTING 
CSSll.3IS~ATI.oN LOGFIU;: , PRINTED . 

PRINT .. 

.. , 

". ' . 
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~OVER - REcOVER SYSTEM 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

SG-0037 

Lifts the suspension from all " jobs suspended by a 
SHllTDOwN conunand or a systelll i,nterruption~ it does not 
reschedule jobs suspended bya SUSPEND conunand. LIMIT 
must be reset. See SHUTDCMN command. 

RECOVER 

Available only at the master operator station when the 
station is logged on to COS 

3-30 C 
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RERUN -RERONJOB 

FUNCTION.: " 

FORMAT.i •. · . 

; , 

· Il\UD~diat~ly ~ e~ds prOc¢ssingcofj.ob identified' bYits ;jOb} . ". 
.. $equenc~nump~l! .(JSQ)· ~' ~The)6J>C -i,ripuida~aj;~t : ~t . thecr.~1r ·'.·' 
.. 1Dainframe ~i$ • saved ana all .output dat:aSe£s ,as$Ociated ' " \; 
d'tht:heJop,; ~'r~1. geleted. . ~ThE! jOb ,injitlt. 'dataai!t ,'1:/0 . ~enl· . : . 

. · . r,ElElch~Ql~ilso. tl:u~: ' jopcal'll:le;er'un'~ . ·,NQ:ClctiQn is. ,tak:i!i'll . ' 
' iftih~ ' Job: 'hasalr~ady , completed · .i!ie(hJtiOl'l ' or ':j.f cos; ", 
· detei;mil)es ;the ~jobc'cl.)'!l)otbereiun. ': . ' :,: •. . . , 

" ,' ~" . 

. 'Co 0 .. 

. ~ -- :" ,,; /'.-- f 
.~ - . 

;j8ti·', : · ' ~JQb . ~equ~~~n~bel1; 'iden,t:Lfyiri~~ '~e, jobt!? ., .;" " .. , ' 
.':,' cOS, 'o:b~ain~~tp;p>l;l~h~~ ' ~'l'~mu~ cO~rid ~ : . - :.t . ',' 

AvAi~Ii.1TYii ;A~~il<a&le,' £0: . t.he · o~r~t»randthe ;'TSii: ~servAtt~~ ; '.': " ' " 
~-$tei :. ope1jat6rst.itiori'; ,oper<a1:Qrscan ' rerun liny job .. '" ..... : . 
rllfini~g ' in the' cr~y sy~i;em'~ :At. 'Other" stations. operator(s: 

>cano!,!Li;·fer,un. jobs, .w-~tl'! .t.lief!'antestat,ion ,ID as' ,the " ' .. ; - ,. 
·, s.:tation : 'IoIl)'et'e' the" RE~UN ,cOmniarid is · enter~g. · . A,. <tSQ .user 
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RESuME - RESUME JOB PROCESSING 

F!JN¢TION: 

~ . 

FORMAT: 

AvAILABILITY: 

SG:-0037 

Reschedules a suspended job forpr9C.essing. This command 
· is normally uSed to reschedUle ·a job suspended by the 
SUSPENDcOJllllland 0 ... 

RESUME can also be used to reschedule a job that has been 
suspendedbya SHUTDOWN command or a syst~m interruption, 
although this is normally done with a RECOVER. LIMIT 
must be reset if a job was suspended by a SUSPEND,ALL 
cOJl1lllAnd, a SHUTDOWN command, or. a system interruption. 
See ·the SUSPEND and SHUTDOWN commands. 

RESUME {jSq. } 
~ '~ 

jsq 

ALL 

Job sequence number used to reschedule a 
specific job that has been suspended; obtained 
through the STATUS command. 

All suspended jobs are rescheduled for 
processing • . If RESUME, ALL is used to recover 
jobs suspended by a SHUTDOWN command or system 
interruption, all jobs, including those 
suspended by a SUSPEND conunand issued prior to 
the interruption or shutdown, are rescheduled 
for pr9Cessing. 

Available only at the master operator station. The 
operator can reschedule any suspended job in the Cray 
system from the master operator station.. This command is 
available only when the station is logged on to COS. 

C 
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ROUTE - CHANGE STATION IO 
.- .. ..... ' ' . . : ' "' 

FUNCTION I Reroutesdatasets intended for ' disposition at : one stat.iQn .··· 
to another. sta.tiqnb¥ ch~f!ging the ' filo~rcl!XOOf jobsor i . 
the destination ID of output da.tasets mat~hin9 the old . " . 

. rD • . ~his command can .result in a chlUlge' in cl~ss . ' 
. assignmentror those jobs in the input qlleue. ConsQlt ,i!. 

lORMAT: 

Cray Research system analyst for ' station ' IDs. · . . 

oid . · i?tatiQn IDof statio~' whei'ej~bOr~ginat~ and 
. w-pere output datas~ts were' to besell·t: .2 ·· 
.. alPham.lllIe.riccharacters; · . 

. . ' ' . ~'. " 

.Station ID where· output datasets 'alie to be ~ . 
. ' '.sentarid '~iih whiCl'l ':j'ob~wih 'D~ ' identified; : ~ .. 

. '. il1lihanWiled.c cbaractei:s. ' 
. . . .., . . . ~-

AVAILABILITY: . · •. ·· Avari~~le, oniyat the '· iIIlistei 'operator ·. I;t.ation~ Station~ .. 
. . forwlii~h·r9ilJ:iQ91S. peillg ' .9hanged need not ,be. 'lOggea . 

on. This;, command illav';dlabie oilly wheil ·the issuing " 
sta:tiottis .1og9~d on to COS. 

EXAMPLE: ROU'tEiD'G .GD .. 
: -,' , ",',' , - .-' .. ... -..,'\ 

, Alii6bs_ o1;iginatillg~f.ihel;~a~:io~' · l~entiflEi4 'as J:)G' anJ 
' .. aUt~'e~t· . output-(ra~ase'i:s:areterQlited' to ,the statiop . . 

, haVing 'i:h¢ . lD()f 'Gi>'~ . . . 
. , . ... ". . '. " _. . : y . 

.... • . .•. 'i. . ..:: 
" 

" 

~. '.: .. ' 

. : ., " 

"; ': , ,. 

.... ; "', . -- ". 

'.",; . ' : . " " ", 

.. ,", 

. , ' ~.' -:., ~ .. 

. . ' .. . ' 
" ' . . '" 

, 

" . 

;. : 
" . 

~ t . 

, ; 

'. ' . 

~. : 

. ,' -

":: 

, .•.. ,.,.: 
, ... .. ~ . , ..... ' " : 

':' ... 
. . . . ~. . 

'.,' .. 

';' " 

..... . . 

. ' ". : ., . 

.' . 

'. !' ~ . . ' 

.. ~" . ' . .. " 
~ .. . - ; 

" ." , 
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RSTAT ':'" DISPLAY GENERIC RESOURCE STATUS 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

TO display the status of generic respurces on the Cray 
Computer System. S.tatus can be displayed by generic 
resource name, by job sequence 'nUlllber, or by ' queue type. 
In addition, generic resource definitions (profiles) can 
be displayed. '. . 

·~AT, I PlWFILE . I 
.2uuu~ueue . 
~-name [, .2UEUB-queueJ· 

PROFILE Requests generic resource profile info.rmation 

QUEuu-queue 
COS queue type: E (execute) or I (input). 

Generic resource name to be displayed 

jsq Job sequence number (JSQ) of job whose generic 
rellource usage is to be displayed 

AvAILABILITY: Available to the operator and TSO user (although it is 
intended mainly for the operator). At the master 
operator station, the operator can r.equest generic 
resource status information for any job in the Cray 
system. At other stations, operators can request 
information only for jobs with the same station 10 as 
their own. A TSO user can display generic resource 
status information only for jobs with TIOs equal to the 
user's logon 10. This command is available only when the 
station is logged on to COS. 
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SET - SET STATION ATTRIBUTES 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

SG-0037 

Changes or sets station attributes u,sed during station 
operation . 

SET, 

ni 

no 

na 

unit 

fl'ad 

toad 

S~ 

ON 

OFF 

TTR 

ttype 

STREAM,ni,no,na 
LINK {,Nsc,unitl,fl'ad,toadl} 

,~,unit 

SMF, 

Maximum number of input streams allowed: 
o through S. 
Maximum number of ,output streams allowed: 
o through S. 
Maximum number of streams that can be active 
concurrently: 0 through 16, not less than ni 
or no,whiche,ver is larger. 

, Unit addre/ils ,of link device 

NSC adaptor 'fr'om address' 

NBC adaptor 'to address' 

Indicates that SMF ,recording options are ' to be 
changed 

Activate,s teco,lidtn9 ofSMF reqo~ds or transfer 
"' timing ,/ / 

DeactivateS" ,recording of SMF records or : 
. ' . " I . ' 
transfer ifming . 

Indtcate'~hat timing of transfers is to be 
activate~ pr deactivated 

. ! I 
, , 

~09ical ' SMf record ' type: 0 throughS. 
" ' 

i , 

Availcibleto any opedator. STREAM, and LINK can be • " 
specified oniy when, tbbe station is not logged on to COS. 
SMF can be specified! ai: anytime. ' ' 

IfSMF is specified !WHhout either ?,type fora; ;log1cl11 '" 
record type orT1'R £iOI;' , time tJ;ansfetB~ the cOlllmand 
apPlies giobally to ;~;' that is, SET, SMF; OFF, do pot 
cause SMF r·ecords , to be collected for the station • 

.i 

I 
i 
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SHUTDOWN - SHUT DOWN cOs I,;:. 

FUNCTION: 

.- -.. ' 

Shuts down cos. 

This ' command is nO,rmally u,sed tq prepare :foran expected 
system interruption. Job actiVity is idled dbwni jobs 
are rolled ' outr their memory is rel~asedl ' and the maximum 
numbe'r of jobs that caribe active (LIMIT) Lsset to O. 
Station activity is not affected. The LIMIT cOlllllland must 
be reiSsued after a SHUTDOWN to allow queued jc)bs to be 
scheduled for execution. See. RECOWR and, RES~. 

FORMAT: SHUTDOiffl 

AVAILABILI.TY: Available only ,at the master operator , station' when the 
station is 'logged onto COS 

." -
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STAGE - CONTROL DATASET STAGING 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY.: 

Controls the staging of jobs and data sets from the MVS 
.. statio~ to COS andda.tasets from COS to the station. 

This command can be used before or after the station is 
logged on to COS i but takes effect only when the station 

. is logged on • . 

~, 

ACQUIRE 

DISPOSE 

JOBS 

SoaDS 

ALL 

ON 

OFF 

ACQUIRE 
DISPOSE tN} JOBS , OFF 
SoaDS 
ALL 

Controls the staging of datasets to COS 

Controls the staging of datasets from cost 

Controls the transfer of jobs to COS 

Controls the transfer of unsolicited datasets 
to COS 

Controls the transfer of all the above 
categories 

Enables staging 

Disables staging when active streams are idle 

Available to the operator 

• t Deferred implementation 

SG-0037 3-36 C-Ol 
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STATCLASS - DISPLAy JOB CLASS STATUS ;. '. 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT; 

. .- .. -

Displays status of ' defined job classes fotthe . cutr~nt .•... 
job class structure. The status dispiay ' retutned by this · 
conunand provides the followinginformatioil: " . , 

• ' Job claSS structure name (CSDN) 

• Number of jobs in system - both in the . inpllt. a·nd in 
.. the executi.ng queues . -

• Number of active jobs in the executi~9q~eue(Jx';1') .. 

• Maximum JXTs .allowed by the' system' (LIMIT) . 
:.: . 

.. NwUber of available Pool JXTs 

• NwOber Of definea C.lasses 
,",: 

Classes • ~umber of waiting for JXTs 
. . 

... For. eacihdefine\=lCla:$s,the fOl16wingo infQrma~lcin . b . 
disPlayed: _ . . - . 

" .' , " . " 

• Job 'class name 
.' 

• Nuinberof 'active jobs in theexecutirig que~e (JXT) 

• .Nujpberof j .obs . wai ting fOr .JUS 

• Number_ of .. re.servedJXT$ 

• Maximwn -JX'rS allowed by cls,ss 

• .status (ON oi: OFF) 

STA'l'CLAsS ' 
',;. :: , ." 

"', . 

. _. i 

" 

: '. .
",:,:,": .. 

", .' 

AVAI~ILITY: .... A~ai1al;>le ~totheo~r!'-t9i:wheri the .. st!ition ·;~s ilogged on 
t~· "GQS ~.. . ," " . ", ,;_ .' ... :. -,-~~.' .: . .. . 

EXAMPLE: 

SG":Oo.37 

o~. 54 ~05C$S4.6~'I , CRA;i< $TA'roi.AsS ' . . . 
. . JOB' CLA.sSSTRUCTURE;" ·DAyo.'5 

JOBS IN SYSTEM '. . ·. 27, '. ' .. ' A,cirw' .,JOBS ' 

", ,.:.:' 

III 
15 M.!\X JXTs • . (t;IMIT) .· 40 AvAILABLE· pOOL JXTS .' 

DEFINED CioApSES 20. .. ' CLAsSESWAITIN~JXTS " '.' , . 2 
CLASS " ACTIVE- WAITING . ' RESERVJ;:D ' " MMtIMuM . S,TATUS '. . 

; ZzJSE ' " ' 0.6 ···.:.l ·_, i .. . , ON 
_ZZENG... 5·.. .: 0..' 5 :>'... ·7 ··.· I ·" ON. 

. !;!ND OF DATA. . . 
" ","' 

" , '-( . 
"i-

,," ". ·1-· . . . . , 
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STATION - DISPLAY MVS STATION STATUS 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: STt,.TION 

Displays, the following information .about the MVS 
station where the connnand is entered. 

• Station version 

• Station log-on ID 

• Link status, showing type and addresses 

• Staging status 

• Stream status, showing maxJmum and current numbers of 
streams, with the following information for each 
active stream: 

Stream numberl 1-8 for input streams I 9-16 for 
output streams. (Direction is relative to MVS 
system. ) 

Status of transfer: 
INIT Initializing 
XFER Transferring data 
TERM Terminating 
RECV Receiving 
IDLE Stream not in use 

Transfer number 

COS job name or dataset name 

COS job sequence number 

Count of COS blocks transferred so far 

Dataset disposition code (DC) 

IBM dataset name; volume serial number for magnetic 
tape dataset; job or SYSOUT indicator. 

AVAILABILITY: Available to the operator 

" .. ,' . 

SG':-0037 C 



EXAMPLE: 

I SG-0037 

10.19.43 CSS4701 STATION ACTIVITY 
STATION STATUS VERSION Cl12A01 09/09/83 16.37 
LINK STATUS TYPE; NSC UNIT =485 FRAn =3385 TOAD ; 1100 
STAGE STATUS ACQUIRE - ON DISPOSE - OFF JOBS = ON SUBDS c ON 
STREAM STATUS MI = 2 MO = 2 MA " 4 CI c 2 CO ; 1 . ~ .. 3 
ST STAT TRN JOBNAME JSQ BLOCK DC IBM DATASE'r ' 

1 XFER 1 GGTEST 399 41 ST TEST.DATA 
2 TERM 0 MAINJOB 91 0 PR *** SYSOUT *** 
9 INIT 0 ----- 1 *** JOB TO COS *** 

10 IDLE ' 
END OF DATA 

'" 
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I STATUS - DISPLAY COS SYSTEM STATUS 

FUliCTION: 
-~ 

SG-0037 

Displays status of jobs, input datasets, and output 
datasets known to COS. Jobs are reported in order of 
their job sequence (JSQ) numbers. Status can be 
requested for any or all of the Cray job queues. 

The following information is provided in a status display: 

• Job sequence number (JSQ) 

• Disposition code (DC), as follows: 

IN Dataset is a job dataset. 

MT Dataset is to be disposed to magnetic tape at 
the receiving station. 

PR Dataset is to be disposed to a printer at the 
receiving station. 

PT Dataset is to be disposed to a plotter at the 
receiving station. 

PU Dataset is to be disposed to punched cards at 
the receiving station. 

ST Dataset is to be made a permanent dataset at 
the receiving station (or at the Cray mainframe 
if the dataset is being sent to the Cray 
mainframe because of a SUBDS or CRSUBMIT 
station command or an ACQUIRE control 
statement) • 

• Job name when submitted at originating station 

• Job class name 

• Job or dataset status: 

S-CPU 
S-RECV 
L-SYS 
DELAY 
S-EVENT 
L-MEM 
s-I/o 
R-IN 
S-MEM 
S-oP 
Q-TAPE 

Awaiting CPU 
Recovery suspended 
LoCked by startup 
Dormant, waiting for event 
Waiting for event 
Locked for memory 
Waiting for I/O 
Rolling · in 
Awaiting memory 
Suspended by operator 
Queued for tape 

3-40 C 
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FUNCTION: . 
(continued) 

FORMAT: 

SG-0037 

Q--EXEC 
ROLLED 
·S-SYS 
XFERING 
R-oUT 
S-XFER 
EXECUTING 

·Queued for execution 
Rolled out 

. Suspended · 
Transfer in progress 
Rolling 9ut 
Awaiting transfer 
Executing 

• Job priority: initial priority is· determined by the 
JOB control statement class, or operator assigned 
priority and JOB control statement time ana: memory 
sp'ecifications. Subsequent job scheduler adjustments 
are not displayed. Output dataset priority is 
determined by dataset size. 

• Time used in seconds and time limitijlseconds 
(decimal). If job time used or time limit : exceeds the 
display area, the corresponding entry contains *****. 
If time used or time limit is not applicable for the . 
dataset, the corresponding entry contains .L ____ • 

• Field iength of · job specified as decimal count of 
51~-word blocks. If field length isnot1;l~plicable, 
the entry contains .-----. 

• Station ID associated with job or· dataset .·· 

• Terminal ID (TID) associated .with jobor ·dataset 

The display header line lists tile queues being displayed. 

qUeue One 6r more 6f the following designators; each . 
specifying .aqueue for which statl.l$ is 
requested: If queue is omitted, the status 

. of· all of the queues is displayed • • When more 

. than 9.ne design1;ltor is specified, filley must be· 
.consecutive . without blank SPaces o~ commas 
separating them. . 

Designator Description 

E Execution queue 
! Input ·queue . 
o . Output queue 
~ . Craymainframe rece:/,ving . queue . 
S . Cray mainf'raIlle sending queue ·· 

3-41 C 
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AVAILABILITY: Available to the operator and the TSO user. At the 
master operator station, all entries in the queue are 
displayed. At other stations, normally only entries 
matching the station 10 are displayed. (If the COS 
I@ALLSDT installation parameter is enabled, all entries 
in the queue are displayed.) A TSO user can display the 
status of all jobs with the same terminal 10 (TID) as the 
user's log-on 10. This command is available only when 
the station is logged on to COS. 

EXAMPLE: 12.51.02 CSS46lI CRAY STATUS 
JOB CLASS STRUCTURE = DAY05 

SG-0037 

JSQ DC DATASET 
739 IN TESTOS 

CLASS STATUS 
C7 ROLLED 

52 IN FREDJOB BFNM 
612 PR XSMT888 

END OF DATA 

S-CPU 
XFERING 

3-42 

PRTY CPUIM LIMIT 
7.9 1 10 
5.9 0 2 

13.9 ----- -----

STATUS EIORS 
FLEN ID TID 

101 JR CSSXSM 
101 JR CSSXSM 

o JR CSSXSM 
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STORAGE - DISPLAY MASS STORAGE STATUS 

FUNCTION: Initiates Cray mass stor,age status display, .providirig the 
operator with the following information: 

• The flags column, giving special information about 
each device: 

M Master device 
R Read only 

DeVice down D ::J ;.' 

. P. Pr ivate:<ievice can be requested by name only ' 
. . ... '," , ,1 . . 

S · Scratch device: ·onlylocalf11e.B allowed '. . . .". 
c · Resource controlled device: ~lloca,t:iOnc;:ontrcill~ ' 

. by:'.the RESERVE s,tatement: . 
V Volatile: data c;:anbe: savedorniperina~ent 

st:otaged~viceusirig the~LUSH 90Iiunand " 
.,,' 

The De.iltry' i1tlSc:> implies an Rentry; .>Ttiey: ·alWays 
occur t0gethe~ ' ori tl!e display wh~n a dev'ic~ is ' d9W:n; ' 

". .. ' , 
Tile centry~lsci. illll?liesari$eritrY&rid&Peritry 

.neviC:e ri~e a~ it ' is k~wnt;6 COS '> 
" .' .. -, ,. 

," . " " ~ ,' , ' . , .: , ' : \., - ,' . ~' .- - : , .. ,:,- "":, ,. ." -,::';''',''.'''' " -. ---, " '. '!" '- ", . ~ ' -- '-'. - ,',' 
., . ' .cperceri.t.ag~ · of ispaQe,'ftee · ·'{ava'ilaf1leY 'ari(l ' p~rnianeilt: '(In 

. . •.... . ·· .. ·~:6~!:~~:~::~~;j;f:::~:::lc;:e.::~~~·::ilG:t:~od~~:,i :~7 .... , ., 

.. ":. :' 

··.,EoRMAT: . 
", . '.' 

AVAILABI.LITY: 

.. ", 
ExAMPLJ:;: 

",' . . , 

, " , 

: SG-0037 . 

, 

. \ 

.. ' l:i;lc;:al .or ' l:Iystem datase:tB , and !;La"s,' ci', .L." .. " 
"". "' .. -' . '. .';". ~ :"." . ", . -. -

'. "". ' ~Umbe-rof 1:eC'0Veredand um;ecoveEed~I:~~~B; 911 ;e~ch ,,~i':, c' , . 

-:aevice . '.' .; .. ' :" :''- ,'. , ",,'. . ,. , 
.~ ~~~._.,_. ·~-.v·-- "' ... :j -'."' ;' ._",_:'" 

," .. "' "-." -_.. "".. . . ',.". ," '-, . : /' '~.'.' '. ;-J," ,,- ...... ::",>j". . .,., 

• ·;.;:~~;~~~!~~!" ~~~~i~~1,oo-~al) 'f~:;;~J-es · '~r~i~~et. , •.. ..•. 

. "." .. . : . . .. ,. . .'. ~ .~ "' : .. ,'~ . 

:.S'l1O.'ttt.'G'E ) , ..' :"r .,' 
.,' .' ~ 

.~ .' -:'~ . . ... ".:;"'; 
Avaifapl~ ' t6 :the ' ope~~~r wh.en' ,th~ ~$tajiiori ' i$ ; ~(),~g.edo~ ," 
~9 C9~· , .. e.. . ..;~:.,. > i" . 

-.~~~--......... ;, . 

...• :.:,-.;; 
' .. ' ,' , 

"." .. 

~- .;;, ,J .. ' . • : -.:. ".:. 
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STREAM - C~GE STREAM COUNTS 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

SG-0037 

Changes the activity on the link by changing the total 
number of input streams and output streams defined for a 
link and by changing the number of streams that can be 
active at one time. 

Here, the term stream refers to the flow of the pieces 
of information comprising a dataset being staged. The 
maximum number of input streams and output streams is 
defined for the station when a station is assembled. 
(Refer to the COS Operational Procedures Reference 
Manual, publication SM-0043.) The link control commands 
allow the operator to change this number but not to 
exceed the maximum at any time. 

Note that streams are defined from the perspective of the 
Cray mainframe. Thus, an output stream refers to a data 
path to the station from the Cray mainframe and an input 
stream refers to a data path from the station to the Cray 
mainframe. 

The input stream count defines the maximum number of 
aatasets that can be staged in at anY one time. The 
output stream count defines the maximum number of 
datasets that can be staged out at anyone time. The 
active stream count defines the maximum number of 
datasets that can be handled at one time on the link and 
includes both directions of data flow. For example, if 
two input streams~ one output stream, and three active 
streams are defined, staging in occurs with two data sets 
interleaved and staging out occurs one dataset at a 
time. However, if three input streams, two output 
streams, and three active streams are defined, the 
station can stage a maximum of three data sets at a time. 
The maximum number of three can consist of three input 
streams with no output stream, two input streams and one 
output stream, or one or no input stream and two output 
streams. 

~REAM,id,ni,no,na 

id 

ni 

Station - ID of station whose stream count is to 
be changed 

Number of input streams allowed; 0 through 8. 

C 
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FORMAT: 
(continued) 

no · 

na 

Number of putputstreamsal~ciwE!Ql ; O . through;·.8. 

Number ' of streams on which data Can be sent:· 
concurrently, that is, actives:tr~1 
o throu~h +6. ' 

.:- . . : '," 

AVAILABILITY: " AV'ailableto, the .operator at anyMVScon:~91e;At 'the 
mast.etoperator station, operators can -ch~ngE! the: .stream 
count f()r any station in . the . Cray system, At other ... . 

.' stations, operatorsc~n change only the stre<Pnco.unt with 
the same station ID as the ·one 'where th.e, s~ . command '-
is entere4. This command isavallable .on-lYWhe'nthe _ ", 
stati9n- :l;s ., logged on -to cos. . . , , . 

. ' 

'; ;" :' . ".-
.'," , . 

. Thl;s:eltampI~ ' showsthat_ stat<ion -V-Sdan: ,~~ve: 6~lt -Qn~" - .. 
. ~np'Utst:i:eam, ' twob~tp~tsti~aI(ls '; &:nd · t.:ha£ ,tnrees1;reaiirs',- .' 
'can :bea:ct:l;ve cqriClirrentlY. '. .' . ':'. 

- , 
": .... """. 

:', ... 
' . ," 

'-. . :.~ : ," '-
:," 

.. -';' .' ' 

.' .. . 

:;.' 

,' , -

. . - .: . . ", . ' -
. ,: -: ," 

'" - .. ' - .- . :', ::: 

. . -
' ", . ,-

.-:-

":' 
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SUSPEND - SUSPEND JOB PROCESSING 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

SG-0037 

Suspends processing of a job identified by its job 
sequence number (JSQ) or all jobs. The jobs are rolled 
out and th~ir memory is released. For SUSPEND, ALL, the 
maximum number of jobs that can be active (LIMIT) is set 
to O. See RESUME. 

SUSPEND,{jSq} - ~ 

jsq Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying a 
specific job to be suspended; obtained through 
the STATUS command. 

ALL Suspends all jobs in the system 

Available only at the master operator station~ The 
operator can suspend any Job in the Cray system from the 
mas·ter operator station. This command is available only 
when the station is logged on to COS. 
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SWITCH - MANIPULATE JOB SENSE SWITCHES 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

SG-0037 

Sets or clears a job sense switch 

SWITCH,j8q'88W'{~ } 
-- . .Q!F 

j8q Job sequence number (JSQ) identifying the job 
to COSI displayed with the STATUS command. 

88W Sense switch number; 1 through 6. 

ON Sets the switch designated by ssw 

OFF Clears the switch designated by 88~ 

Available to the operator and the T$O user. At the ; 
master . operator · station, operators can set o.r clear j()b 
sense switches for any job intl)eCray system. At other 
stations~ operators can change only job sense switches 
for jobs with the same station ID as· the one where the 
SWITCH command is entered. A TSO user can change only 
job sense switches for jobs with the same terminal ID as . 
the user ' ·slog-on ID. This command is available only 
when the station is logged on to COS • 
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TAPE - DISPLAY TAPE DEVICE INFORMATION 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

SG-0037 

Displays configuration information for each tape device. 
The information provided is as follows: 

• Device number 

• Associated job sequence number (JSQ), if any assigned 

• All access paths 

• Device status 

Status 

IDLE 

RD/WT 

DOWN 

OP - DOWN 

READ 

MAINT. 

SYS - DOWN 

OFFLINE 

Descr iption 

Available for use 

currently assigned to a job; write 
enabled. 

Device is down; not available for use. 

Downed by the operator; not available 
for use. 

Currently assigned to a job; write 
disabled. 

Maintenance mode; not available for use. 

Downed by the system; not available for 
use. 

Offline; not available for use. 

• Assigned volume serial number 

• File block count 

• Servicing front end ID 

TAPE 

Available to the operator when the station is logged on 
to COS. 
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TJOB ". DISPLAY TAPE JOB STATUS 

FUNCTION: 

SG'-0037 

Displays the following job status information for jobs 
requiring tape devices. 

• Job sequence number (JSQ) 

• Job name 

• Job status 

Status 

DELAY' 
EXCTNG 
LK-SYS 
LK-MEM 
Q-EXEC 
Q-TAPE 
R-IN 
ROLLED 
R-OUT 
S-CPU 
S-EVENT 

S-I/O 
S-MEM 
S-oP 
S-RECV 

S-SYS 
S-XFER 
XFERING 

Description 

Waiting for time event 
Executing 
Locked by system 
Locked for memory 
Queued for execution 
Queued for tape " 
Rolling in 
Rolled out 
Rolling out 
Waiting for CPU 
Waiting for event 
Waiting for I/O 
waiting for memory 
Operator suspended 
Recovery suspended (SHUTDOWN) 
System suspended 
Waiting for transfer 
Transfer in progress 

• Job priority. Initial job priority is determined by 
the job control statement, class, or operator-assigned 
priority and job control statement time and memory 
specifications. (Subsequent job scheduler adjustments 
are not displayed.) Output dataset priority is 
determined by dataset size. 

• Time used in seconds and time limit in seconds 
(decimal) • If the job' s time used or time limit 
exceeds the display area, the "corresponding entry 
contains *****. " If time used or time limit is not 
applicable for the dataset, the corresponding entry 
contains -----. 

• Field length of job specified as decimal count of 
512-word blocks. If field length is not applicable, 
the entry contains ----- • 
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FUNCTION: 
(continued) 

FORMAT: 

AVAll,ABILIT~: , 

00 ', -.", 

" . , . 

.sq-0037 , 

• Station' lo aS$oCiatedwithjoD 

• Number of tape devices as speci£iedin ' ta~i:!reso(lrces 
parameter on JOB paraineter t '. ' . 

• Number of tape del1ic~sin uset 

. ,' . JOb rerun sti:ltus(YJ;lSor , NOI indiqat1ng .whether a job .' 
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TRACE - CONTROL STATION TRACING 

FUNCTION: 

FORMAT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

, SG":0037 

Causes the station to start or stop tracing activities on 
streams, recording execution paths, tracing I/O to COS, 
and writing collected trace records to the generalized 
'tracing facHi ty (GTl") dataset for ana'lysis. The 
following message appears at the MVS console: 

CSS4341 STATION TRACE OPTION MODIFIED 

Stream and global trace data is recorded on circular 
buf£erswithin the MVS station, which can be seen in a 
station dump. If GTl" is specified, the trace data is 
also written (in blocks of 256 bytes to the GTF file) 
using the GTRACE macro. This data can later be formatted 
and printed using the standard IBM utility AMDPRDMP. SCB 
and LCPH tracing goes to the Station log , (messages 
CSS090I, CSS091I). 

TRACE'{~;F} [,§TREAMS) [,GLOBAL) [,.§f!!) [,LcPH) [,GTF) [,SMSG) 

ON 

OFF 

STREAMS 

GLOBAL 

LCPH 

SCB 

GTF 

SMSG 

Activates tracing 

Deactivates tracing 

Tracing for streams 

Tracing of executing paths in each task and 
the station as a whole 

Tracing of link eontrol package header fields 
sent to and from COS 

Tracing of stream control bytes sent to and 
received from COS in each LCP 

Traced records are written to the MVS 
generalized trace facility (GTF). If GTF has 
not been started, a message is sent to theMVS 
console operator as a reminder. 

Tracing ' of station messages received from COS 
and station responses to be sent to COS 

Available to the operator 
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TRANSFER - DISPLAY OR CONTROL DATASETT~SFERS .. 
'. ' 

FUNCTION: Displays or controls active transfers betw~en the station 
and COS and ' transfers w<i.iting to be sent to COS. 

FORMAT: 
~SFER, 

CANCEL 

POSTPONE 

QUERY 

type 

[

CANCEL, t1'n 1 
POSTPONE, t1'n 

~UERY, I~~el 

Transfer number; a unique number used to 
identify a transfer. 

Cancels an . active or queueing transfer 

Postpones an active transfer 

Displays the status of the active and queuing 
·transfers known to the station 

Transfer type; any combination' of the 
following' 

A ACQUIRES 
D DISPOSES 
J JOBS 
S SUBDS 

. If TRANSF.ER is entered without a parameter, the a~fault 
is QUERY, !'J)JS. 

AVAILABILITY: This collimand is available to all operatprl;and TSO 

SG-0037 

USers. An operator can display and control_ all transfers ' 
knoWn to the I;tation. TSO users' can only. display · and •. 
ccincel . transfers with terminal IDs equaltotheOirtOgon 
IDs. A 'rSO user cannot postpone a transfer .• ·· 

NOTE 

TRANSFER CANCEL' and ' TRANSFER POSTPONE should be used 1;0 
terminate tranSfElrS rather than theCANCELa·ndPOSTpQN£ .. 
commands which manipulate streains~ 

.;. 
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EXAMPLE: :09.57.34 -CSS4751 TRANSFER STA'lUS 
JOBNAME JSQ DATASETNAME TRt TYPE STATUS TID 
TEST1 · .............. 10 JOB WAITING CSSXPG 
TEST2 · .... · .............. 11 JOB XFERING CSSXSM 

• cOMPILE 1870 FORTRANDATA 9 ACQUIRE WAITING ANALYST . . . . . . . · ..... WINNIETHEPOOH 12 SUBDS XFERING RABBIT 
BADJOB4 · .... · .............. 156 JOB CANCELLED EEYORE 
END OF DATA 

./ 
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• 

OPERATOR MESSAGES 

MVS station messages have the format: 

CSSnnnnt text 

nnnn 

t 

A number in one of the following ranges indicating the 
issuer of the message: 

001-099 
100-199 
200-299 
300-399 
400-499 
500-599 
600-699 
700-799 
800-899 
900-999 
1000-1999 

Link I/O 
Initialization and common routines 
Job submission and transfer queueing 
Dataset staging 
Command processing 
utilities 
RACF/ACF2 
UCC-l TMS messages 
Station messages subtask 
For use by installations 
Initialization and common routines 

A letter indicating the action and effect as follows: 
A The station requests that the operator respond 

according to the directions in the message text. 

A 

D Issuing task immediately terminates abnormally with 
abend code 

E Error message 
F Station software failure 
I Informative message 
W Warning 

text Message text 

In the message description, DESTINATION defines where the message is 
sent, using the following abbreviations: 

o Operator 
L MVS station log 
T TSO user 
J Cray mainframe job log 
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The operator (0) messages and MVS station log messages (L) are included 
in this manual. The TSO user (T) and Cray mainframe job log (J) messages 
are included in the IBM MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication 
SR-0036. All (0, L, T, J) are included in the IBM MVS Station 
Installation and Maintenance Reference Manual, CRI publication SM-0078. 

CSS006E - RESTART RECEIVED FROM CRAY 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

An LCP with the message code indicating restart was 
received by the station following a CRAY-l or CRAY 
X-MP mainframe failure and subsequent restart. The 
station begins an abortive log off. 

Restart the station. 

CRMLINK 

• CSS008E - MESSAGE ERROR nnn RECEIVED FROM COS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

An LCP with a message code indicating the message 
error is received by the station, and the message 
subcode is not stream-related. The station begins an 
abortive log off. 

Record the error code, which probably represents a COS 
error, and report the problem to the Cray Research 
site analyst. 

CRMLINK 

• CSS009E - TRANSFER ON STREAM xx WILL BE CANCELLED 

• 
DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

An LCP with a message code indicating a stream-related 
error is received from COS mainframe for stream xx. 
The file transferring on the stream is cancelled. 

Resubmit the job that failed; report the problem to 
the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRMLINK 
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CSS014W - ABORTIVE LOGOFF STARTED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: The operator entered a LOGOFF, QUICK command; or an 
abortive log off commenced for another reason. The 
station is logged off immediately; transfers currently 
in progress are cancelled; the station terminates. 

ACTION: Restart the station and rerun any transfers. 

SOURCE: CRMLINK 

CSS020I - --------------- STATION LOGGED ON TO COS --------------
CSS020I(CONT.) TYPE = ttt, UNIT = uuu,FRAD = ffff, TOAD = tttt, 
CSS020I(CONT.) LOGON ID = 22, CRAY ID = aa, 
CSS020I(CONT.) MI • ii, MO = 00, MA • aa 
CSS020I(CONT.) -------- dddddddd ---- (ddddddd~ ---------------

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Informational message detailing logon variables used 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRMLGON 

CSS021I - ------------------ LOGGED OFF FROM COS -----------------

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Informational message received upon successful log off 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRMLINK 

CSS03lE - UNABLE TO GET MEMORY FOR LINK CONTROL BLOCK - LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: GETMAIN for LCB in subpool 0 failed. 

ACTION: Rerun station in larger region. 

SOURCE: CRMLGON 
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CSS032E - LINK OPTIONS TABLE NOT PRESENT - LOGON NOT POSSIBLE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Link Options Table (LOT) was not present in station 
load library at station initialization time. 

Generate LOT and restart station. 

CRMLGON 

CSS033E - UNABLE TO GET LINK TRANSFER BUFFERS - LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Station could not obtain segment buffers at logon time. 

ACTION: Check buffer pool definition and restart station. 

SOURCE: CRMLGON 

CSS034E - UNABLE TO ISSUE LOGON REQUEST TO COS - LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

I/O operation to link at logon time failed. 

Check link device is powered up, online and 
functioning correctly. 

CRMLGON 

CSS035E - LOGON REQUEST DENIED BY COS - LOGON FAILED 
CSS035E(CONT.) MC = mm, MSC c 88 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

Reply from COS to LOGON segment was message code 
Xmm, subcode X88. 

Be sure the LOT contains logon options which are 
compatible with COS generation. Turn Cray link device 
channel pair OFF, then ON, before retrying log on. 
See also message CSS037E in station log. 

CRMLGON 
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· _. __ ._--- ------------------- --- - - - - -

CSS036E - COS REPLY TO STATION LOGON WAS INVALID - LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: START segment received from COS contained invalid data. 

ACTION: Check LOT contains logon options which are compatible 
with COS generation. Turn Cray link device channel 
pair OFF, then ON, before retrying log on. See also 
message CSS037E in station log. 

SOURCE: CRMLGON 

CSS0371 UNSUCCESSFUL LOGON EXCHANGE DATA FOLLOWS -
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh TX LCP 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh TX SEG 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh RX LCP 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh RX SEG 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
CSS037I(CONT.) hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

L 

Log on I/O exchange to COS was performed correctly, 
but data received from COS means log on did not 
succeed. 

ACTION: Be sure the LOT contains logon options which are 
compatible with COS generation. Turn Cray link device 
channel pair OFF, then ON, before retrying log on. 
Message CSS035E or CSS036E is also issued. 

SOURCE: CRMLGON 
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CSS038E - PREVIOUS LOGOFF DID NOT COMPLETE CORRECTLY - LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Logon processing detected that the LCB already 
existed, but did not reuse it because it was marked 
LIVE, indicating that no successful link device driver 
termination call was made. 

Restart station and retry log on. 

CRMLGON 

CSS050E - LINK ALLOCATION FAILED - RC = rr, EC = eeee, IC = iiii 

DESTINATION : 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Logon processing was unable to allocate the link 
device to the station. 

Check that the link device is correctly specified in 
the Link Options Table (LOT). 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSSOSlE - LINK DCB WOULD NOT OPEN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Logon processing was unable to open the link device. 

Check that the link device is correctly specified in 
the Link Options Table (LOT). 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSSOS2E - LINK DCB WOULD NOT CLOSE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

Link device driver termination processing was unable 
to close the link device. 

Take an address space dump and call CRI for support. 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 
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CSS053E - LINK UNALLOCATION FAILED - RC = rr, EC = eeee, IC = iiii 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Link device driver termination processing was unable 
to unallocate the link device. 

Take an address space dump and call CRI for support. 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSS080E - LINK ERROR RETRY THRESHOLD EXCEEDED - LINK IS BROKEN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The link error or timeout retry counter reached the 
limit specified in the Link Options Table. 

Either increase limits in LOT or take steps to reduce 
number of errors occurring. 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSS08lI - LINK I/O ERROR - SIOCC = ii, ECBCC = ee, 
CSS08lI(ODNT.) CSW = CCCCCCCCCCCCCC, LAST CMD zoo, 
CSS08lI(CONT.) SENSE = 8888888888888888, RETRY COUNT = rr 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

L 

A link I/O error occurred. 

None: the I/O is retried until the threshold specified 
in the LOT is reached. 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 
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CSS082I - LINK TIMEOUT - RETRY COUNT = ~~ 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

L 

NBC link: A message was received with the 
associated data bit set on. The I/O terminated with 
unit exception set, indicating that the associated 
data had not arrived in time. CTC link: The 
front-end interface returned status indicating that a 
command did not complete within the timeout period set 
in the interface hardware. 

None: the I/O is retried until the threshold specified 
in the LOT is reached. 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSS090I - LINK I/O dd NSG = gg, MN = nn, MC = cc, MSC = 88, R/S = tt, 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SGN = eeeeee, SBC s bbbbbbbb 

L 

Informational message produced because I/O logging was 
requested in the LOT. 

None 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 

CSS091I - LINK I/O dd IS CBS = 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88, 

OSCBS = 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

L 

Informational message produced because I/O logging was 
requested in the LOT. 

None 

CRLIOCC and CRLIONS 
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CSSIOID - INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BUFFERS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

A GETMAIN request for buffer storage failed during 
station initialization. The station abends UI01. 

Increase the region size and rerun the station. 

CRMINIT 

I CSSI02E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE OPEN FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The Transfer Request File could not be opened during 
station initialization. The station abends UI02. The 
DDNAME and CSSTRF may have been omitted from the 
station start procedure. 

Ensure that CSSTRF refers to a valid Transfer Request 
File dataset and restart the station. 

CRMINIT 

CSSI07D - OPEN FAILED FOR STATION LOGFILE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

The station initialization could not open the station 
logfile because the DD statement CSSLOG was not 
included in the CSS procedure. The station abends 
UI07. 

Make sure there is a CSSLOG DD statement in the CSS 
procedure and rerun. 

CRMINIT 

I CSSI08I - STATION INITIALISATION STARTED-CSSnnn-date time 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The station started is version nnn, which was link 
edi ted on date at time. 

None 

CRMINIT 
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CSSl09D - STATION HAS NO JOBNAME IN ASCB 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station's address space control block does not 
point to a valid name. The station abends Ul09. 

MVS system error. Report the problem to the Cray 
Research site analyst, giving the dump. 

CRMINIT 

CSSllOI - STATION INITIALIZATION COMPLETE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station has finished its initialization and is 
ready to transfer data across the link to the Cray 
mainframe. 

None 

CRMINIT 

CSSlllD - MASTER ESTAE FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The station initialization is unable to issue ESTAE to 
set up an asynchronous error exit routine. The 
station abends Uili. 

Report the problem to 
giving the Ulll dump. 
a larger region size. 

CRMINIT 

A-lO 

the Cray Research site analyst, 
Try rerunning the station with 
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CSSl14A - CRAY STATION LOGOFF COMPLETED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

The station logged off from the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP 
mainframe successfully and can be logged on again if 
requ i red. Message CSS141I is displayed and remains on 
the console. 

Enter END to terminate the station or LOGON to log on 
again. 

CRMINIT 

CSSl15E - INVALID REPLY 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The reply to a previous message was incorrect. The 
message will be re-issued. 

Enter the correct reply to the new message. 

CRSM'lMM 

CSSl19I - entry point name SUBTASK STARTED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

L 

The specified task has been successfully attached by 
CRMIATT. 

None 

CRMIATT 

CSS120D - entry point name SUBTASK ENDED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

L 

The specified task has been successfully detached by 
CRMIDET. 

None 

CRMIDET 
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CSS121E - entl'Y point name SUBTASK ABENDED Snnnjul1I1n 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The specified task abnormally terminated with the 
error code indicated in the message; a dump may have 
been taken. The task has been detached. 

If a dump was taken and the code appears in the list 
of abend codes, take the appropriate action. 
Otherwise, contact the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRMIDET 

CSSl22D - INVALID TCB 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

CRMIDET was entered with an invalid address in 
register 1. If it does not point to a Task Control 
Block, or the TCB is in error, a U122 dump is taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U122 dump. 

CRMIDET 

CSS125D - MISSING TASK TABLE ENTRY 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

On entry to CRMIATT, register was O. A U125 dump is 
taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U125 dump. 

CRMIATT 
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CSS126D - INVALID TASK TABLE ENTRY 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The Task Table entry passed to CRMIATT is invalid. A 
U126 dump is taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U126 dump. 

CRMIATT 

Css127D - entry point name: IDENTIFY FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The specified entry point name was not able to be 
processed by IDENTIFY during station initialization. 
A U127 dump is taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U127 dump. 

CRMIATT 

CSS128D - entry-point name: ATTACH FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The subtask identified by the entry point name was not 
attached during station initialization. The station 
abends U128. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U128 dump. 

CRMIATT 

CSS140D - INVALID POST CODE FOR CRMINIT 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

The CRMINIT Eep was posted with an unexpected code. A 
U140 dump is taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the u140 dump. 

CRMINIT 
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CSS141I - STATION NOT LOGGED ON TO COS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station is active and can process operator 
commands and job submission requests. The message 
remains on the screen until END or LOGON is entered. 

To log on to COS, enter the LOGON command. To end the 
station, enter the END command. 

CRMINIT 

• CSS142D - STATION BUFFER ERROR AT LOGOFF 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

One or more buffers were left allocated to tasks which 
terminated when the station logged off. A U142 dump 
is taken. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U142 dump. 

CRMINIT 

CSS1501 - STATION station name IS NOT AN MVS SUBSYSTEM-STATION WILL END 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station that has just been started is not defined 
to MVS as a subsystem. It cannot be initialized. 

Make sure the station name was entered correctly when 
the station was started. Ensure that the station name 
has been correctly identified to MVS as a subsystem. 

CRSSINIT 

CSS15l1 - STATION COULD NOT GET STORAGE FOR SSVT-STATION WILL TERMINATE 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

A GETMAIN for subpool 241 storage has failed. The 
station cannot be initialized. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSSINIT 
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I 

CSSl52I - STATION station-name COULD NOT START - SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE IS 
NOT DORMANT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The sta·tion could not be started, since it was found 
to be already active. 

Check to see if the station is already active. 
Duplicate versions of the same station are not allowed. 

CRSSINIT 

CSSl53I - STATION COULD NOT LOCATE SUBSYSTEM SUPPORT MODULE moduLe -
STATION WILL END 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station subsystem support module CRAYSSSM is not 
present in the MVS system. 

Ensure that the station subsystem support module is 
present in the pageable Link Pack Area (PLPA). 

CRSSINIT 

I CSSl54I - STATION SUBSYSTEM SUPPORT MODULE moduLe IS NOT IN COMMON 
STORAGE - STATION WILL END 

I 

I 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

The station has loaded a private copy of the subsystem 
support module CRAYSSSM. 

Ensure that the station subsystem support module is in 
the Pageable Link Pack Area (PLPA). 

CRSSINIT 
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CSSl55I - STATION SUBSYSTEM SUPPORT MODULE module HAS INVALID ENTRY 
POINTS - STATION WILL END. 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The station has been initialized with an invalid 
version of the subsystem support module CRAYSSSM. 

Ensure that the correct version of the subsystem 
support module is present in the system. The function 
supported in that module must match those defined in 
the SSVT. 

CRSSINIT 

CSSl56I - STATION station name - SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE ACTIVE 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The subsystem interface has been initialized. Other 
MVS components may now communicate with it. 

None 

CRSSINIT 

I CSSl60I - STATION station name SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE-TERMINATION ERROR -
STILL ACTIVE 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Station termination has been entered prematurely. 

ACTION: Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

SOURCE: CRSSTERM 

CSSl6lI - STATION station name SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE DORMANT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The SUbsystem interface has been terminated. The 
subsystem is not accessible to other MVS components. 

None 

CRSSTERM 
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CSS162I - STATION station name SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE-TERMINATION ERROR -
NO SSCT 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Internal error in station termination 

ACTION: Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

SOURCE: CRSSTERM 

CSS163I - STATION station name SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE-TERMINATION ERROR -
NO SSVT 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: Internal error in station termination 

ACTION: Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

SOURCE: CRSSTERM 

CSS110I - MASTER ESTAE FAILURE - rea80n 

DEST INATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

An internal error has been encountered in master ESTAE 
processing. Termination will not be complete. Refer 
to the reason for more information. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRMSTAE 

I CSS111I - MASTER ESTAE RECURSIVE ENTRY - TERMINATION MAY FAIL 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0031 

OL 

The master ESTAE has been entered more than once. 
Termination may fail. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRMSTAE 
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CSS247E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE FULL - REQUEST NOT QUEUED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TJO 

The dataset holding requests for transfers to COS is 
too full. No more job or dataset submission requests 
can be made. 

Wait until the station has been logged on to COS and 
resubmit the request. If the problem is common, the 
dataset size should be increased. 

CRSBQTF 

CSS248E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE CORRUPTED - REQUEST NOT QUEUED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TJO 

The dataset which holds requests for transfers to COS 
is full. No more job or dataset submission requests 
may be made. 

(1) Wait until the station has been logged on to COS, 
then resubmit the request. (2) Run INITTRF to 
initialize the Transfer Request File and restart the 
station. 

CRSBQTF 

I CSS271I - DTR nnnnn 'QUEUED FOR JOB jjjjjjj JSQ '''IINII'' DN ddddd 

I 
DESTINATION: L 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

A request to transfer a dataset for job jjjjjjj with 
JSQ llOiDiDlOil has been received and given the transfer 
sequence number nnnnn. 

None 

CRDTREQ 
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CSS272I - DTR I1mml1 QUEUED FOR DATASET ddddd 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

L 

A request to transfer dataset ddddd to COS has been 
received and given transfer sequence number nnl1l1l1. 

None 

CRDTREQ 

• CSS273E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE FULL - REQUEST LOST 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The dataset which holds requests for transfers to COS 
is full. No more jobs or datasets can be SUbmitted. 
The current request is lost. 

Initiate staging to COS using the STAGE command. 

CRDTREQ 

• CSS274E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE CORRUPTED - REQUEST LOST 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The dataset 
is corrupt. 
submitted. 

which holds request for transfers 
No more jobs or datasets can be 

The current request is lost. 

to COS 

Stop the station and reinitialize the Transfer Request 
File using INITTRF. 

CRDTREQ 

CSS276D - DATASET TRANSFER REQUEST TASK ABENDED SI1I1I1/UI1I1I1 - RESTART 
ATTEMPTED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The CRDTREQ task terminated abnormally and the ESTAE 
routine was unable to recover. 

Stop the station and restart it. Give the dump to the 
Cray Research site analyst. 

CRDTSTA 
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CSS277D - DATASET TRANSFER REQUEST TASK ABENDED snnn/Unnn AGAIN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The CRDTREQ task terminated abnormally and the ESTAE 
routine was unable to recover. 

Stop the station and restart it. Give the dump to the 
Cray Research site analyst. 

CRDTSTA 

CSS280I - TRANSFER REQUEST QUEUE BUILT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

During station initialization, the TRQ has been 
constructed from the TRF dataset. 

None 

CRTRQIN 

I CSS28lI - nnnnn JOBS WAITING FOR TRANSFER 

I 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

When the TRQ was constructed, there were nnnnn jobs 
waiting for transfer to COS. 

None 

CRTRQIN 

I CSS282I - nnnnn DATASETS WAITING FOR TRANSFER 

• 
DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

When the TRQ was constructed, there were nnnnn 
unsolicited datasets waiting transfer to COS. 

None 

CRTRQIN 
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• 

CSS283E - BAD RECORD ON TRANSFER REQUEST FILE IGNORED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

During construction of the TRQ from the TRF, an 
invalid record was encountered. A free queue entry is 
constructed. 

Reinitialize the TRF at a convenient time. 

CRTRQIN 

CSS285E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE NOT OPEN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The Transfer Request File was not open when CRTRQIN 
was called. The DD statement may have been omitted 
from the start procedure. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRTRQIN, CRTRSEL 

CSS286D - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE HAS NO EXTENTS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

An error occurred in the definition of the Transfer 
Request File. 

Check that the TRF has been correctly defined and 
initialized. Report the problem to the Cray Research 
site analyst if it persists. 

CRTRQIN 

CSS287D - INVALID BLOCKSIZE FOR TRF 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The block size defined for the Transfer Request File 
differs from that expected by the station. 

Check the block size, if correct; reinitialize the TRF. 

CRTRQIN 
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• 

CSS288E - COS HAS JUST FOSTFONED 10 SUCCESSIVE TRANSFERS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The last 10 requests selected from the Transfer 
Request Queue were marked postponed by COS. 

Deactivate job and dataset submission using the STAGE 
command; investigate why COS is postponing requests 
(for example, insufficient disk space). 

CRTRSEL 

CSS289D - IN~ID STATUS IN TRANSFER REQUEST ENTRY 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

During selection of requests, an invalid Transfer 
Request Queue entry was found. 

Stop the station and report the problem to the Cray 
Research site analyst. 

CRTRSEL 

CSS290E - TRANSFER REQUEST QUEUE MAY BE CORRUPTED 
- RESTART THE STATION AS SOON AS FOSSIBLE 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

A station task terminated abnormally while it was 
processing the Transfer Request Queue, which might now 
be corrupted. 

Log the station off and restart it. 

CRTRQSTA 
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CSS302E - INVALID UNIT unitname IMPLIED OR SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The unit name implied or specified in the UNIT= 
parameter in the TEXT field of the dataset header 
received from the CRAY-I or CRAY X-MP mainframe is not 
generated in the MVS system or does not imply a disk 
or tape device. The transfer is cancelled. 

Ensure that the dataset to be accessed resides on or 
is to exist on a supported device: alter the TEXT 
field: and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

I CSs303E - VOLUME OPERAND NOT SPECIFIED AND DATASET NOT CATALOGUED 

I 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

A VOL= parameter was not found in the TEXT field of 
the dataset header received from the CRAY-I or CRAY 
X-MP mainframe for a magnetic tape or for an existing 
dataset where UNIT= was specified and the dataset 
could not be located in the system catalog. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Add a VOL: parameter to the TEXT field in the COS JCL 
and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS304E - DSNAME OPERAND NOT SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJ 

A dataset name was not found in the TEXT field of the 
dataset header received from the CRAY-I or CRAY X-MP 
mainframe for a disk or magnetic tape transfer. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Add a DSN= parameter to the TEXT field of the COS JCL 
and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 
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CSS30SE - DATASET data8etname NOT FOUND IN CATALOG 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The dataset specified was not found in the catalog 
implied by the text in the dataset header received 
from the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe. The transfer 
is cancelled. 

Check the spelling of dataset narne and the existence 
of the dataset and resubmit the job after making any 
changes. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS306E - OPEN FAILED FOR DATASET data8etname 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The dataset specified in the TEXT field of the dataset 
header received from the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe 
has been allocated but could not be opened. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Determine why the dataset could not be opened (there 
may be an accompanying message), and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

I CSS307E - INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR DATASET data8etname 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJ 

The dataset specified in the TEXT field of the dataset 
header received from the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe 
has no extents. The transfer is cancelled. 

Reallocate the dataset and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 
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• 

CSS308E - INVALID DATASET ORGANISATION 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The dataset allocated for a transfer request is not 
partitioned or sequential. The transfer is cancelled. 

None; other dataset organizations are not supported. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS309E - JCL ERROR IN TEXT FIELD NEAR POSITION nnn, Peason 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The JCL analyzer detected a JCL error in the TEXT 
field for the ACQUIRE or DISPOSE at position nnn. 
reason describes the type of error. The transfer is 
cancelled. The TEXT field is displayed in message 
CSS3l3E which accompanies this message. 

Correct the COS JCL and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS3l0E - INVALID DISPOSITION CODE, DC=aa 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJ 

The disposition code in the dataset header received 
from CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe is not one of IN, 
ST, MT, PR, PU, or PT. The transfer is cancelled. 

Change the DC= setting in the COS control statement 
and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 
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• 

CSS3llE - UNIT OPERAND NOT SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TW 

The TEXT field in the dataset header received from the 
CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe either specifies 
DISP-NEW and UNIT is not specified or specifies 
DISpaOLD and VOL- with UNIT not being specified. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Add a UNIT= parameter to the TEXT field in the COS JCL 
and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS3l2E - MISSING OR INVALID DISP PARAMETER 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The TEXT field in the dataset transfer request 
received from the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe 
specifies or defaults to DISP=NEW which is invalid for 
an ACQUIRE. The transfer is cancelled. 

Specify DISP=OLD or DISP=SHR in the TEXT field of the 
ACQUIRE statement and resubmit the job. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS3l3I - TEXT = TEXT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TL 

This message accompanies CSS309E and displays a TEXT 
field. 

See message CSS309E for correct action. 

CRDSTAG 
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I 

CSS3l4E - MEMBER NOT SPECIFIED FOR OUTPUT PARTITIONED DATASET - TEMPNAME 
USED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

A DISPOSE control statement specified a partitioned 
dataset, but did not specify a member name. A member 
name of TEMPNAME is used. 

Use an IBM utility to rename the member to the 
required name. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS3l5E - DISPOSE TO SYSOUT INVALID WITH DC=ST 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

A dispose was attempted with DC=ST, but the TEXT field 
of the DISPOSE control statement specified SYSOUT. 
The transfer is cancelled. 

Either change the disposition code to PR, or specify a 
dataset in the TEXT field of the COS JCL. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS320E - ABEND (~l nnn-nrn {~~:AS~} TRANSFERI~~IOr:~1 
SYSOUT E 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJO 

A recoverable abend occurred on the stream; the stream 
will be restarted. The transfer is cancelled or 
postponed as shown. 

No action for postpones; for cancels, report the 
problem to the Cray Research site analyst, unless an 
accompanying message explains the reason for the 
cancel. 

CRDSTAE 
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I CSS322E - COS DC=:c:c DATASET RECORD LENGTH nnnnn TOO LONG FOR IBM 
RECFM=:C:CX,LRECL=:c:CX:CX DATASET 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The length of a .record in the block received from the 
CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP mainframe exceeded the IBM dataset 
block size. The transfer is cancelled. 

Respecify the IBM dataset block size and resubmit the 
request. 

CRBLDFB, CRBLDVB 

CSS323E - ESTIMATED LINES EXCEEDED [:SYSOUT DATASET TRUNCATED) 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The number of lines written to a SYSOUT dataset 
reached the limit specified in the OUTLIM parameter in 
the TEXT field in the COS JCL or in the system 
default. The transfer is cancelled. 

Increase the value of the OUTLIM parameter in the TEXT 
field of the COS JCL and rerun the job. 

CRBLDFB, CRBLDVB 

• CSS324E - INVALID FORMAT FOR BLOCKED DATA FROM COS, BLOCK nnnnn, WORD nnn 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJ 

The specified module detected an error in the format 
of the blocked data received from the CRAY-l or 
CRAY X-MP mainframe. The transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the dumps. 

CRCBVB, CRBLDVB, CRCBFB, CRCBVBS 
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• CSS329E - UNSUPPORTED TRANSFER COMBINATION 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

Dataset staging selection detected an unsupported 
combination of valid Cray and IBM dataset formats. 
The transfer is cancelled. 

Refer to the IBM MVS 
publication SR-0038, 
IBM dataset formats. 
and resubmit the job. 

CRDTSTG 

Station Reference Manual, CRI 
for details of supported Cray and 
Change the COS control statement 

CSS33lD - UNEXPECTED MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OLJ 

An invalid or unexpected type of MQE was found in the 
input event queue during processing of the specified 
module. The stream abends U33l and recovers; the 
transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the dump. 

CRDSTAG, all dataset staging mainbody modules 

CSS332D - LOCAL I/O COUNT ERROR 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OLJ 

The number of entries in the local I/O queue went 
negative during processing of the specified module. 
The stream abends U332 and recovers; the transfer is 
cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the dump. 

CRFTOCD 
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I 

CSS340A - ENTER RETRY, POSTPONE OR CANCEL 

DESTINATION: OLJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

This message is used with CSS341I, CSS342I, CSS343I, 
CSS344I, CSS346I, or CSS347I, all of which describe 
the status of dynamic allocation request for a job. 
The stream waits for the operator to issue a reply to 
the message. Other allocations can take place. 

The appropriate action is described under the 
associated message. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS341I - JOB jobname JSQ jsq WAITING FOR DATASET datasetname 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TLJO 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'02l0', meaning that the dataset was allocated to a 
TSO user or another job. The stream issues message 
CSS340A to the operator and waits for a reply. 

TSO User: If the dataset is allocated to you, free 
it and inform the operator so the request can be 
retried. 

Operator: If the dataset in question can be freed, 
release it and reply RETRY to message CSS340A. If it 
cannot be freed immediately, reply POSTPONE. If it 
cannot be freed at all, reply CANCEL. 

CRDSTAG 
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• 

CSS342I - JOB jobname JSQ jaq WAITING FOR UNIT unit name 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OLJ 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'0214' ·, which means that the unit requested or 
implied by the TEXT field of the dataset header was 
allocated to another job. The stream waits for the 
operator to issue a reply to message CSS340A. Other 
allocations can take place. 

If the unit specified can be made available, free it 
and reply RETRY to message CSS340A. If it cannot be 
freed immediately, reply POSTPONE. If it cannot be 
made available at all, reply CANCEL. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS343I - JOB jobname JSQ jsq VOLUME votser NOT MOUNTED ON UNIT unitname 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OLJ 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'0218', which means that the volume requested was not 
mounted on a suitable unit. The stream waits for the 
operator to issue a reply to message CSS340A. Other 
allocations can take place. 

If the volume can be mounted, mount it on a suitable 
unit and reply RETRY to message CSS340A. If it cannot 
be mounted immediately, reply POSTPONE, otherwise 
reply CANCEL. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS344I - OPERATOR DISALLOWED MOUNT OF VOLUME votaer ON UNIT unitname 
FOR JOB jobname JSQ jsq 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OLJ 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'0484', meaning that the operator replied NO to a 
mount request for the specified volume and unit. The 
stream waits for the operator to issue a reply to 
message CSS340A. Other allocations can take place. 

See action for CSS343I. 

CRDSTAG 
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I 

CSS345I - INVALID DESTINATION SPECIFIED - DEFAULT TAKEN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TLJ 

The destination specified or implied for the SYSOUT 
dataset is not defined to the Job Entry Subsystem. 
The destination is changed to the default and the 
request is retried. 

Retrieve the output from the new destination. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS346I - STAGING DEVICE NOT AVAILABLE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'049C', meaning that the requested virtual volume is 
not in the Inventory Table. The stream waits for the 
operator to reply to message CSS340A. Other 
allocations can take place. 

None~ the operator must reply. 

CRDSTAG 

CSS347I - VOLUME votser UNAVAILABLE FOR JOB jobname JSQ jsq 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

Dynamic allocation returned an error reason code 
X'0220', meaning that the requested volume is not 
available, usually because another MVS job has 
exclusive control of it. The stream waits for the 
operator to reply to message CSS340A. Other 
allocations can take place. 

None~ the operator must reply. 

CRDSTAG 
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• 

CSS351D - UNEXPECTED CONDITION COORDINATING EOF 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

Sending END status to the CRAY-l or CRAY X-MP 
mainframe following a transfer failed and an MQE was 
not returned to CRDSTRM. The effect is to abend 351; 
the stream recovers and restarts. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the dump from the U35l abend. 

CRDSTRM 

CSS355D - NO EVENT RECEIVED AFTER WAIT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

The stream was posted to indicate an event had taken 
place but no element was placed in the input event 
queue. The effect is to abend 355; the stream 
recovers and restarts. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the U355 dump. 

CRDSTRM 

CSS357D - LOCAL I/O NOT FLUSHED ON GOOD COMPLETION 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

Although the completion code indicated successful 
transfer, an event was outstanding on the local I/O 
queue when termination was entered. The effect is to 
abend 357: the stream recovers and restarts. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the U357 dump. 

CRDSTRM 
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CSS360I - TAPE VOLUME van MOUNTED AS VOLUME nn OF DATASET dan 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

J 
B 5 
E A 

CSS370I - C D 
P I 
M J 

ibmbLka 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TW 

The station received a tape transfer from the CRAY-l 
or CRAY ' X-MP mainframe that required a write to tape. 

van Tape volume serial number 
nn Volume sequence number 
dan Data set name 

None ' 

CRPTOPN AND CRDSEOV 

IN 
PR 
PU [TR] [, [sl [Al] jobname jsq tid dn PL ~: ~ S oraybLka 
ST 
MT 

ibm-dataaetname 

L 

Transfer has been initiated or terminated. Message 
records details of the transfer. 

None 

CRLGXFR 

CSS380I - ERROR DETECTED DURING RECALL OF DATASET - SEE HSM MESSAGE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OTJ 

HSM returned a bad return code to a recall request for 
a migrated dataset. 

Refer to the associated HSM message (ARCnnnnI) for a 
complete description of the error. 

CRDSHSM 
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CSS395D - IKJEFFl8 PARAMETER LIST ERROR 

DESTINATION: OT 

CAUSE: Bad parameter list 

ACTION: Resubmit 

SOURCE: CRDFAIL 

CSS40lE - COMMAND REJECTED - NO COMMAND SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

Null command entered 

Refer to the command descriptions section in the IBM 
MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication SR-0038, 
for valid command formats. 

CRCINIT 

CSS402E - COMMAND REJECTED - COMMAND CONTAINS ILLEGAL CHARACTER 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The command name entered contains an illegal character. 

Refer to the command descriptions section in the IBM 
MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication SR-0038, 
for a list of valid commands. 

CRCINIT 

CSS403E - COMMAND REJECTED - INVALID COMMAND NAME 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

The command name entered is not a valid command. 

Refer to the command descriptions section in the IBM 
MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication SR-0038, 
for valid command formats. 

CRCINIT 
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CSS404E - COMMAND REJECTED - STATION INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

A command has been entered before the station has 
completed initialization. 

Wait for station initialization to complete, then 
re-issue command. 

CRCINIT 

CSS405E - COMMAND - command NOT AVAILABLE TO TSO USER 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The command issued is not valid when used by an 
ordinary TSO user. 

Refer to the CRAYCMD descriptions section in the IBM 
MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication SR-0038, 
for valid command formats. 

CRCINIT 

CSS406E - COMMAND - command NOT AVAILABLE TO AUTHORISED TSO USER 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The command issued is not valid when used by an 
authorized TSO user. 

Refer to the command descriptions section in the IBM 
MVS Station Reference Manual, CRI publication SR-0038, 
for valid command formats. 

CRCINIT 

CSS407E - COMMAND - command NOT AVAILABLE WHEN STATION LOGGED ON 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

The command issued is not valid if the station is 
logged on. 

Reenter the command when the station has logged off. 

CRCINIT 
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CSS408E - COMMAND - command NOT AVAILABLE WHEN STATION NOT LOGGED ON 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The command issued is not valid if the station is 
logged off. 

Reenter the command when the station has logged off. 

CRCINIT 

CSS409E - COMMAND - command NOT YET SUPPORTED 

DESTINATION: TO 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The station recognizes the syntax of the command and 
any operands entered, but the routine to execute the 
command is not yet available in the MVS station 
software. 

None 

CRCINIT 

CSS4l0E - COMMAND command operand NOT SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The operand referred to by the identifier has not been 
specified, but is required. 

Reenter the command with the required operand. 

CRCINIT 

CSS4llE - COMMAND command operand CONTAINS ILLEGAL CHARACTER 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

A character in the alphanumeric operand referred to by 
the identifier does not fall within the further 
restriction defined for the operand beyond the general 
character validity check. For example, the operand 
may require an alphabetic first character. 

Check the validity of all characters in the operand 
and reenter the command. 

CRCINIT 
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CSS4l2E - COMMAND command opepand TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

A length of a non-numeric operand was outside the 
permitted range of lengths. 

Reenter the command with the correct operand. 

CRCINIT 

CSS4l3E - COMMAND command opepand OUT OF RANGE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

A numeric operand was outside the permitted range of 
values. 

Reenter the command with the correct operand. 

CRCINIT 

CSS4l4E - COMMAND command opepand NOT NUMERIC 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The operand referred to by the identifier should be 
numeric. 

Reenter the command with the operand in the correct 
format. 

CRCINIT 

I IKEYWORDl 
CSS4l5E - COMMAND command opepand LITERAL MISSING 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

The operand referred to by the identifier has not been 
entered, but is required. 

Reenter the command with the required operand. 

CRCINIT 
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I CSS416E - COMMAND oommand operand MISSING OR INVALID 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The operand referred to by the identifier is missing 
from or has been incorrectly entered on the command. 

Reenter the command with the correct operand. 

CRCINIT 

I CSS417E - COMMAND command operand MISSING EQUALS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The keyword operand referred to by the identifier is 
not terminated by an equal sign and the value of the 
operand. 

Reenter the command in the correct format. 

CRCINIT 

I CSS4l8E - COMMAND command operand UNEXPECTED OPERAND 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

CSS4l9I - message 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

A character string, which may be intended to be an 
operand, was entered following the last delimiter 
normally recognized for this command; command is 
terminated even though preceeding data may be valid. 

Reenter the command in the correct format. 

CRCINIT 

L 

Message in the station log recording that issued a 
command 

None 

CRCINIT 
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I CSS420E - COMMAND eommand ope~and MUST BE IN QUOTES 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

CSS421I - message 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TO 

The operand referred to by the identifier must be 
entered in quotation marks. 

Reenter the command with the operand in quotes. 

CRCINIT 

L 

Message on the station log recording the output of 
commands. 

None 

CRCOUT 

CSS430I - STATION LOGON SUCCESSFUL 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: A LOGON command has completed successfully. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 

CSS4311 - STATION LOGON FAILED 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: A LOGON command has failed. 

ACTION: Check for other messages which give information about 
the failure. 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 
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CSS432I - STATION LOG FILE QUEUED FOR PRINTING 

DESTINATION : o 

CAUSE: The station log up to the present time will be 
printed. New data will be collected in a new dataset. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 

CSS433I - STATION LOGOFF IN PROGRESS 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: Issued on acceptance of a LOGOFF command 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 

CSS434I - STATION TRACE OPTIONS MODIFIED 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: Response to a successful TRACE command 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 

CSS435E - SPECIFIED STREAM NOT ACTIVE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

Issued if a CANCEL or POSTPONE command specifies an 
inactive stream 

Re-issue command with valid stream specified. 

CRCSTAT 
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CSS436E - LINK OPTIONS TABLE NOT PRESENT - SET NOT POSSIBLE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

Issued if a SET command finds that the station was 
started up without a LOT 

None 

CRCSTAT 

CSS437E - INVALID MAX r/p OR O/P STREAM VALUE ON SET COMMAND - COMMAND 
TERMINATED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

The maximum number of streams specified on a SET 
command is less than either or both of the maximum 
numbers for I/P and O/P streams. 

Re-issue the SET command with the correct operands. 

CRCSTAT 

CSS4381 - STATION LOGON DEFAULTS RESET BY SET COMMAND 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: Response to a successful SET command 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 

CSS439E - LINK OPTIONS TABLE NOT PRESENT - TRACE OPTIONS NOT AVAILABLE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

The SCB and/or LCPH operands have been specified on a 
TRACE command, and the station was started up without 
a LOT. 

None 

CRCSTAT 
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CSS450E - OPERATOR FUNCTION ERROR OCTAL aode peason 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An error occurred during the processing of an operator 
function command. The cause is provided with the 
error code. The requested operation is not performed. 

aode 

peason 

None 

Error code and cause of error 

Meaning of the error code: 

010 REQUEST DENIED - The requester does 
not have the necessary authority to 
issue this request. 

200 SEGMENT DATA ERROR 
201 FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE 
203 FUNCTION RESTRICTED 
204 EXECUTIVE ERROR 
205 UNDEFINED STATION ID - Station error 
206 UNDEFINED CHANNEL 
207 ILLEGAL FOR MCU CHANNEL 
210 UNDEFINED DEVICE 
223 NO JXT OFFSET IN SDT 
224 BAD SDT POINTER IN JXT 
226 REQUEST INCONSISTENT - The values 

entered as operands might be 
syntactically correct, but the 
particular name cannot exist on the 
system. 

CRCMODC 0 r CRCMODJ 

CSS45lI - REQUESTED OPERATOR FUNCTION COMPLETED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TO 

The requested operator function command was completed 
by the CRAY-I or CRAY X-MP mainframe. 

None 

CRCMODC or CRCMODJ 
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CSS4521 - message 

DESTINATION: L 

CAUSE: A MESSAGE command sent message to the station log. 

AC'l'ION: None 

SOURCE: CRCMODJ 

CSS455E - LINK FAILURE - command COMMAND PROCESSING TERMINATED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OT 

The indicated command has failed because of a link I/O 
failure. 

Check for other messages giving more details about why 
the link failed. 

CRCDISP 

CSS460E - STATUS COMMAND - INVALID QUEUE SPECIFIED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OT 

A queue other than Et It 0, R t or S has been specified 
as an operand on a STATUS command. 

Reenter the STATUS command with the correct operand. 

CRCDISP 

CSS461I - CRAY STATUS 

DESTINATION: OT 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

Appears as heading of the STATUS display indicating 
the current status of jobs in COS. See section 3 of 
this manual for the actual message text that follows. 

None 

CRCOISP 
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CSS4621 - DATASET pdn WITH ID = id, ED = n AND 
CSS462I(CONT.) OWN = OW/DOES EXIST ) 

DOES NOT EXIST 

DESTINATION: OT 

CAUSE: Response to a successful DATASET command (2 messages) 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCDISP 

CSS463 - JOB jolmame JSQ seqno status 

DESTINATION: OT 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

Response to a successful JOB command; the job with the 
specified job name and job sequence number has a 
status which is one of: 

AWAITING CPU 
SUSPENDED BY RECOVERY 
LOCKED BY STARTUP 
DORMANT 
WAITING FOR EVENT 
DOES NOT EXIST 
LOCKED FOR MEMORY 
WAITING FOR I/O 
ROLLING IN 
AWAITING MEMORY 
SUSPENDED BY OPERATOR 
QUEUED FOR TAPE 
QUEUED FOR EXECUTION 
ROLLED OUT 
SUSPENDED BY SYSTEM 
TRANSFER IN PROGRESS 
ROLLING OUT 
AWAITING TRANSFER 
EXECUTING 

None 

CRCDISP 
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I 

CSS4641 - LOG message 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE : 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OT 

Response to successful JOB command; message gives 
the log message received from COS. 

None 

CRCDISP 

CSS465I - CRAY LINK STATUS 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Appears as heading of the LINK display indicating the 
current status of links. See section 3 of this manual 
for the actual message text that follows. 

None 

CRCDISP 

CSS466I - CRAY MASS STORAGE 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Appears as heading of the STORAGE display giving the 
current status of COS mass storage devices. See 
section 3 of this manual for the actual message text 
that follows. 

None 

CRCDISP 

CSS467I - CRAY STATCLASS 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

Appears as heading of the STATCLASS display giving the 
current status of COS job classes. See section 3 of 
this manual for the actual message text that follows. 

None 

CRCDISP 
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I 

CSS468I - CRAY TAPE DEVICES 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Appears as heading of the TAPE display g1v1ng the 
current status of COS tape drives. See section 3 of 
this manual for the actual message text that follows. 

None 

CRCDISP 

CSS469I - CRAY TAPE JOBS 

DESTINATION: 0'1' 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Appears as heading of the TJOB display giving the 
current status of COS tape jobs. See section 3 of 
this manual for the actual message text that follows. 

None 

CRCDISP 

CSS470I - STATION ACTIVITY 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

Appears at heading of the STATION display indicating 
the current status of activities in the MVS station. 
See section 3 of this manual for the actual message 
text that follows. 

None 

CRCSTAT 

CSS47lI - STATION STAGING OPTIONS MODIFIED 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: Response to a successful STAGE command 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCSTAT 
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CSS475I - hh.mm.ss TRANSFER STATUS 

DESTINATION: TOL 

CAUSE: Displayed in response to the TRANSFER, QUEUE command 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRCTRAN 

CSS476I - TRANSFER MARKED TO BE (CANCELLEDI 
POSTPONED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TOL 

The station has successfully marked a transfer request 
to be cancelled or postponed. 

None 

CRCTRAN 

CSS477E - TRANSFER CANNOT BE I CANCELLED I 
POSTPONED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TOL 

The transfer requested cannot be cancelled or 
postponed because successful completion has already 
been indicated to COS. 

None 

CRCTRAN 

CSS478E - TRANSFER SEQUENCE NUMBER nnnnn NOT FOUND 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

TOL 

A transfer with the specified sequence number was not 
found on the station's queues by the TRANSFER command 
processor . 

Reenter the command with a valid transfer sequence 
number. 

CRCTRAN 
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CSS479E - INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO FORMAT QUEUE ENTRIES 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

TOL 

The TRANSFER, QUEUE command was unable to obtain 
sufficient storage to copy the selected TRQ entries. 

Rerun the station in a larger region. 

CRCTRAN 

CSS490I - STATION LOGFILE CLOSED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: F CSS,PRINT command was entered. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRWTO 

CSS491I - STATION LOGFILE REOPENED 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: F CSS,PRINT command was entered. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRWTO 

CSS492D - STATION LOGFILE ALLOCATION FAILED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

Dynamic allocation request failed for the log. 

Restart the station after a dump, and contact the Cray 
Research site analyst. 

CRmo 
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CSS493D - STATION LOGFILE NOT OPENED 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: Reopen failed 

ACTION: Restart station. 

SOURCE: CRWTO 

I CSS50l1 - TRF CONTAINS nnnnn ENTRIES 

I 

DESTINATION: OJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

During initialization of the Transfer Request File, 
nnnnn entries were created to hold a similar number 
of requests. 

None 

CRTRFIN 

I CSS502D - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE SIZE ERROR 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OJ 

In calculating the size of the TRF, an error 
occurred. The TRF is not initialized. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U502 dump. 

CRTRFIN 

CSS503E - TRANSFER REQUEST FILE NOT OPEN 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The SYSUTI DD statement was not present when INITTRF 
was run. 

Allocate a TRF and include a SYSUTl DD statement in 
the INITTRF procedure. 

CRTRFIN 
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CSS600F - module-name INVALID PARAMETER LIST 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The module named in the message was passed 
list out of an invalid format or context. 
transfer abends with code u600. 

a parameter 
The 

Pass the dump (U600), job log, SYSLOG, and other 
relevant information to the Cray Research site analyst. 

module-name 

CSS60lF - RACF INACTIVE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

RACF support has been selected in the station 
generation, but is not active in the currently IPLed 
system. The transfer is cancelled so it does not 
compromise the installation's security. 

Make RACF active or do not select the RACF option in 
the station generation. 

CRRINIT 

CSS602F - USER NOT DEFINED TO RACF 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OTJ 

RACF has no profile for the userid extracted from the 
address space name of the originator of the transfer, 
the user is not authorized to perform the transfer. 
The transfer is cancelled. 

Contact your RACF administrator. 

CRRINIT 
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CSS603F - INVALID OR MISSING PASSWORD 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

The password provided to RACINIT was not authorized. 
The transfer is cancelled. 

COrrect the password and rerun or contact your RACF 
adminstrator for the correct information. 

CRRINIT 

CSS604F - PASSWORD EXPIRED 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

The password provided has been expired by RACF. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

COntact your RACF adminstrator for the correct 
password. 

CRRINIT 

CSS605F - INVALID GROUP 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

The user is not defined to this group or the group 
specified is invalid. The transfer is cancelled. 

Contact your RACF adminstrator for the correct 
information. 

CRRINIT 

CSS606F - USER ACCESS DENIED BY INSTALLATION 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OTJ 

Local additions to RACF processing have rejected your 
userid. The transfer is cancelled. 

COntact your RACF administrator. 

CRRINIT 
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CSS607F - USER ACCESS HAS BEEN REVOKED 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

RACF has revoked user status. The transfer is 
cancelled. 

Contact your RACF administrator. 

CRRINIT 

CSS6l0F - USER userid NOT AUTHORISED TO ALTER Idataset n~e ) 
( 

CONTROLI 

UPDATE volume 8er~a! 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

READ 

OTJ 

RACF has failed an authorization check against the 
stated userid for the given resource. The following 
table identifies the required authorization for the 
requested function. 

Authorization 

CONTROL 

ALTER 

UPDATE 

READ 

Function 

Read, write, and catalog non-VSAM 
data sets (VSAM is not supported) 

Total control including create, 
delete, and uncatalog 

Read, write, and catalog non-VSAM 
datasets 

Read only 

The transfer is cancelled if the failure occurred 
during dataset allocation; a disposition of KEEP is 
forced if during deal location. 

Correct the JCL and rerun or ask your RACF 
administrator for the proper authority. 

CRRCHCK 
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CSS611F - ALL PARTS OF A MULTIVOLUME DATASET NOT SIMILARLY DEFINED TO RACF 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: Conflicting parameters passed to or defined in RACF 
for a multivolume dataset. The transfer is cancelled. 

ACTION: Resolve the conflict and rerun. 

SOURCE: CRRCHCK 

CSS6l2F - moduLe name INVALID PARAMETER LIST 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: Invalid function request made to RACF 

ACTION: Resolve request and rerun. 

SOURCE: Refer to message. 

CSS6l3F - DATASET PREVIOUSLY DEFINED - dataset name 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

The dataset identified in the message which was 
requested as NEW already exists as a RACF DATASET 
entity. The transfer is cancelled. 

Determine why the current entity exists and take 
appropriate action. 

CRRDEF 

CSS6l4F - VOLUME PREVIOUSLY DEFINED - voLume seriaL 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

The volume identified in the message which was 
requested as NEW already exists as a RACF TAPEVOL 
entity. The transfer is cancelled. 

Determine why the current entity exists and take 
appropriate action. 

CRRDEF 
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CSS6l7F - USER userid NOT AUTHORISED to IDEFINE) DATASET datasetname 
DELETE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

RACF failed to grant an update request because of an 
invalid userid. The transfer is cancelled. 

Correct the JCL and rerun, or ask your RACF 
administrator for the relevant authority. 

CRRDEF 

CSS6l8F - USER userid NOT AUTHORISED TO IDEFINEJ VOLUME voLume seriaL 
DELETE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

RACF failed to grant an update request because of an 
invalid userid. The transfer is cancelled. 

Correct the JCL and rerun, or ask your RACF 
administrator for the relevant authority. 

CRRDEF 

CSS6l9F - DELETE FAILED, DATASET NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED TO RACF -
datasetname 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OTJ 

A DELETE request was made to RACF for a resource that 
does not have a RACF profile. The transfer is 
cancelled. 

Correct the JCL and rerun, or contact your RACF 
administrator. 

CRRDEF 
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CSS620F - DELETE FAILED, VOLUME NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED TO RACF - voLume 8ePiaL 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

A DELETE request was made to RACF for a resource that 
does not have a RACF profile. The transfer is 
cancelled. 

Correct the JCL and rerun, or contact your RACF 
administrator. 

CRRDEF 

CSS621F - ADDVOL FAILED, OLD VOLUME NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED TO RACF -
oLd voLume seriaL 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

The specified volume is unknown to RACF; RACF is unable 
to extend a multivolume dataset definition. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Notify your Cray Research site analyst. This situation 
indicates a RACF and/or station problem. 

CRRDEF 

CSS655F - module name - INVALID SCT FORMAT 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

The module named in the message was passed a 
Control Table (SCT) containing invalid data. 
transfer abends code U655. 

Stream 
The 

Pass the dump (U655), job log, SYSLOG, and other 
relevant information to your system programmer. If 
unable to resolve, contact the Cray Research site 
analyst. 

Refer to message. 
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I CSS656F - module name - INVALID RACF SCT FORMAT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OTJ 

The module named in the message was passed a RACF 
Stream' Control Table (RSCT) containing invalid data. 
The transfer abends with code U656. 

Pass the dump (U656), job log, SYSLOG, and other 
relevant information to your system programmer. If 
unable to resolve, contact the Cray Research site 
analyst. 

Refer to message. 

CSS660F - module name - ZERO VOLUME COUNT 

DESTINATION: OTJ 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

There are no volumes associated with a dataset. This 
is an illogical condition. The transfer abends with 
code U660. 

Pass the dump (U660), job log, SYSLOG, and other 
relevant information to your system programmer. If 
unable to resolve, contact the Cray Research site 
analyst. 

Refer to message. 

CSS666F - ADDVOL RETURN CODE = 4, MEANING NOT DEFINED IN IBM SUPERVISOR 
SERVICES SPL 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OTJ 

Unknown 

Pass the dump (U666), job log, SYSLOG, and other 
relevant information to your system programmer. 

CRRDEF 
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CSS700A - TMS INACTIVE, REPLY CONTINUE, RETRY OR ABORT 

DESTINATION; 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

During station initialization, module CRTMINT found 
that UCC-l TMS was not active in the system. 

Reply CONTINUE to proceed with TMS processing 
disabled; ABORT to cancel station initialization; or 
RETRY after starting TMS, if TMS processing is 
required. 

CRTMINT 

CSS751A - dddddddd,vvvvvv, VERIFY TAPE FROM OUTSIDE LIBRARY 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

A duplicate VSN in the UCC-l TMC range is being opened 
for output and XPDT = 98000 has been specified. 

Reply M if the tape is not to be used or U if it can 
be used. 

CR7MSMl 

CSS752E - dddddddd, vvvvvv IS NOT SCRATCH (xx) 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OJ 

Tape volume vvvvvv mounted on device dddddddd is 
unacceptable as a scratch tape to UCC-l. xx is the 
UCC-l reject code. 

See message CSS77lI or UCC-l message IECTMS3. 

CRTMSMl 

CSS753A - dddddddd,vvvvvv IS UNEXPIRED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

The expiration date of a non-UCC-l controlled tape has 
not been reached. 

Reply M to dismount the tape or U to override the 
expiration date and reuse the tape. 

CRTMSMl 
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CSS756I - dddddddd,vvvvvv, jobname, dn, EXPDT, dsname 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: A tape file has been opened for output. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRTMSM2 

CSS757I - dddddddd,vvvvvv, ** WORK TAPE ** 

DESTINATION: o 

CAUSE: A dataset on a work tape file has closed. 

ACTION: None 

SOURCE: CRTMSM3 

CSS77SD - ERROR ISSUING PUTTMC 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An error occurred while trying to write back an 
updated THC record to the TMS catalog. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRTMSM2, CRTMSM3 

CSS7S0D - UNKNOWN FUNCTION CODE IN CRTMSMO 

DESTINATION: 0 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

CRTMSMO was entered with a function code other than 
300S or 302S' This is an internal station message 
processing error. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRTMSMO 
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CSS800I - COS text 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

CSs80lA - COS text 

DESTINAT ION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

The message contains the text of a message produced by 
COS. 

See CRAY-OS Message Manual, publication SR-0039, for 
actions. 

CRSMTYO 

o 

The message contains the text of a message produced by 
COS requiring a reply or other action. 

See CRAY-OS Message Manual, publication SR-0039, for 
action. 

CRSMTYl, CRSMTMM 

CSS802A - M ddd,se!' /;;jzabtype,jObname,jsq,dn[,!'easGnl 

OR REPLY NO OR RESELECT 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

SG-0037 

o 

TQM requests that a tape be mounted on device ddd. 

Be!' 

w 

R 

Zabtype 

jobname 
and jsq 

A 6-digit serial number 

Indicates that a write permit ring should 
be inserted 

Indicates that a write permit ring should 
be removed 

Indicates one of the following label types 
to appear on the tape: SL, NL, AL. 

Identify the COS job calling for the tape 
volume 
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CAUSE: 
(con tinued) 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

dn 

rea80n 

Identifies the local dataset name by which 
the COS job refers to the tape dataset 

Indicates the reason for the remount 
request being issued (appears on remount 
requests only). Possible reasons are as 
follows: 

WRONG VOLSER Tape mounted has incorrect volume 
serial number. 

WRONG LABEL TYPE Tape mounted has the wrong label 
type. 

LABEL DATA ERROR A tape label I/O error occurred 
during read. 

CHANGE RING STATUS The job requires writing on the 
tape and a write permit ring is 
required; or the job is not 
permitted to write on the tape 
and the write permit ring must be 
removed. 

NOT SCRATCH TAPE A scratch tape was requested, but 
the tape mounted is not scratch. 

Mount the volume on the device and ready the device. 
If this is not possible, reply NO if the request is to 
be denied or RES ELECT if tape is to be mounted on 
another device. The message is cancelled if the tape 
is mounted. 

CRSMTMM 

CSS8041 - TMS INACTIVE, TAPE ACCESS PROCEEDS WITH NO TMC UPDATE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OJ 

The station message subtask found that TMS is not 
active. 

None 

CRTMSMO 
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CSS840D -ICRSMCATIGOT CALLED WITH A BAD PARAMETER LIST 
CRSMSEC 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

o 

An internal error occurred in the station message 
subtask processing. 

ACTION: Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

SOURCE: CRSMCAT, CRSMSEC 

CSS841D _\CRSMCATjWAS NOT GIVEN A TYPE 3 MESSAGE 
CRSMSEC 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An internal error occurred in the station message 
subtask processing. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT, CRSMSEC 

CSS842D - CRSMCAT WAS GIVEN A TYPE 3 MESSAGE BUT THE DUXFC WAS NOT 0, 1, 
2 or 3 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An internal error occurred in the station message 
subtask processing. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT 

CSS843F - CRSMCAT ABENDED BECAUSE THE LDT HDRI OFFSET WAS ZERO 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

An internal error occurred in the station message 
subtask processing. 

Report the problem to the cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT 
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DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An internal error occurred in the station message 
subtask processing. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT 

CSS847F - THE TABLE TO MAP COS DEVICE TYPES ONTO MVS GENERIC UNIT NAMES 
IS WRONG 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

No entry for the specified device type was found in 
the DEVTMAP table while trying to map a COS supplied 
device type onto an equivalent MVS generic unit name. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT, CRSMSEC 

CSS848F - CRSMCAT UNABLE TO FIND A CTGVL SIZE FOR A SUPERLOCATE REQUEST 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

The first super locate failed with RC = 40. A second 
was issued using a CTGVL size that was returned from 
catalog management, but that too failed with RC = 40. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMCAT 

CSS850D - UNABLE TO SET UP ESTAE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

During initialization, the station message processing 
task CRSMPRC was unable to set up its ESTAE routine. 

The station message processing subtask abends with a 
dump. 

Try to restart the station. If restarting fails, take 
the dump to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMPRC 
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CSS85lD - NO REPLY ROUTINE FOR OMB 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An e~ror occurred processing an operator reply to a 
station message. 

The station message processing subtask abends with a 
dump. 

Try to restart the station. If restarting fails, take 
the dump to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMPRC 

CSS852D - INVALID MESSAGE TYPE IN OMS 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An error occurred processing an operator reply to a 
station message. 

The station message processing subtask abends with a 
dump . 

Try to restart the station. If restarting fails, take 
the dump to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMPRC 

CSS853D - INVALID RETURN CODE FROM REPLY ROUTINE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

o 

An error occurred processing an operator reply to a 
station message. 

The station message processing subtask abends with a 
dump. 

Try to restart the station. If restarting fails, take 
the dump to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMPRC, CRSMTQM 
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CSSB54D - INVALID FUNCTION CODE IN OMB 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An error occurred processing an operator reply to a 
station message. 

The station message processing subtask abends with a 
dump. 

Try to restart the station. If restarting fails, take 
the dump to the Cray Research site analyst. 

CRSMTQM 

CSS855D - STATION MESSAGE SUBTASK HAS ABENDED AND IS DISABLED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

An irrecoverable abend occurred during the processing 
of a station message. 

The station message subtask is now disabled. To 
re-enable the station message subtask, the station 
must be reinitia1ized. 

CRSMSTA 

CSSIOIIF - FREE SCT ERROR 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The SCT for the stream that completed a transfer was 
not found in the active SCT list when it was to be 
removed. The stream abends Ulll. Other transfers are 
not affected. The stream recovers. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
giving the Ul1l dump. The station should be logged 
off and restarted as soon as possible. 

CRMCVEC 
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CSSI013F - MQE FREE CHAIN CORRUPTION 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

A message queue element on the free queue was not 
marked free or with an F, or it had an owning SCT. 
The stream abends Ul13 and recovers. The transfer is 
cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the Ul13 dump. 

CRMCVEC 

Cssl014F - BUfFER FREE CHAIN CORRUPTION 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

A buffer MQE on the 
with a B, or it had 
Ul14 and recovers. 

free queue was not marked free or 
an owning SCT. The stream abends 
The transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the Ul14 dump. 

CRMCVEC 

CSS1015F - INVALID MQE/BUFFER ADDRESS TO FREE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

A buffer or MQE to be freed either did not belong to 
one of the station's subpools, it was already freed, 
or the address was O. The stream abends Ul15 and 
recovers. The transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the Ul15 dump. 

CRMCVEC 
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DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

On entry to a Station Vector Routine, the number of 
nested calls to vectors exceeded the capacity of the 
SCT vector stack (four calls). The stream abends Ul17 
and recovers. The transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the Ul17 dump. 

CRMCVEC 

CSSlOl9I - START GTF IF TRACE RECORD REQUIRED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

o 

GTF recording was requested, but GTF is not active on 
this system. 

Start GTF. 

CRVECTR 

CSSI021F - ILLEGAL INPUT STREAM REQUESTED 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

A specific request for an input stream defined a 
number greater than eight (output streams). The 
stream abends U121 and recovers. The transfer is 
cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U121 dump. 

CRMCVEC 
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CSSI022F - ILLEGAL VECTOR CODE 

DESTINATION: OL 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

On entry to a Station vector Routine, the code 
specified was invalid. The stream abends U122 and 
recovers. The transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U122 dump. 

CRMCVEC 

CSSI023F - BUFFER SIZE REQUESTED GREATER THAN MAX 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

OL 

A request for the buffer specified was a size greater 
than the maximum generated in the station. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Regenerate the station with a pool of larger buffers 
and rerun the transfer. 

CRMCVEC 

CSSI024F - MQE ADDRESS ZERO ON ENTRY TO ADDQ 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

The address of a Message Queue Element (MQE) was 0 
when a PUTEVT or ADDQ vector was called to add it to a 
queue. The stream abends U124 and recovers. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U124 dump. 

CRMCVEC 
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CSSI025F - MQE ALLOCATION FAILURE 

DESTINATION: 

CAUSE: 

ACTION: 

SOURCE: 

SG-0037 

OL 

There were no free MQE's when a request was made for 
one. The stream abends U125 and recovers. The 
transfer is cancelled. 

Report the problem to the Cray Research site analyst, 
including the U125 dump. 

CRMCVEC 
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HARDWARE SUPPORT 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The CRAY/IBM front-end interface provided by Cray Research, Inc., 
operates in a mode similar to a channel-to-channel adapter. The device 
has two panels of interest: the front panel and the back panel. 

B 

The front panel is shown in figure B-1. The ONLINE/OFFLINE switch must 
be depressed to change the availability of the interface. If the OFFLINE 
light is on, the device is unavailable for use by the system • 

INTERFAcE 
O'FI'LiHE ONLIttE/OFFLIME l.OGI(; POWER ..... IN POW!ft 

p p D 
• 

Figure B-1. cray/IBM front-end interface front panel 

The back panel of the front-end interface is shown in figure B-2. The 
RESET switch can be depressed to clear ·a busy condition in the interface 
detected during station startup. 
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Figure B-2. cray/IBM front-end interface back panel 
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HARDWARE ERROR PROCESSING 

The station performs no error reoov~ry above that performed by the 
operating system. If the link communication subtask fails, the st~tion 
is aborted and must be rein~tia~ized. If the hardware problem continues, 
notify a Cray Research engineer. 

POWER OFF 

When the Cray Research channel-to-channel interface is being used, use 
this procedure before the Cray mainframe is powered on or off. 

1. Log off the station using tl"\e station deactivation procedure. 

2. At the MVS console, ente~1 

VARY unit address, OFFLINE 

unit address 
Device address of Cray ~hann~+ ~nterfaae box 

3. The following message is displayed: 

DEVICE address OFFLINE 

Set the interface box to OFFLINE. 

The interface should also be offline to manually master clear the 
interface, otherwise, the front-end experiences channel errors. 
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SYSOUT PROCESSING C 

The station produces print, punch, and plot datasets from jobs run on the 
Cray mainframe. A JES job number is allocated for each output dataset. 
The job name is set to the COS job name; that is, the banner page 
contains the COS job name and the output may be controlled using the 
jobname and the JES job number. If the COS job name sent to the MVS 
station is blank, the station processes the output with a job name of 
NONAME. 

Output may also be routed to remote job entry (RJE) terminals or held on 
the spool for the TSO user. 

If a COS job is submitted from an RJE terminal, its output is returned by 
default to the same RJE terminal, and the RJE console operator can 
manipulate that output using JES commands. 

The MVS station uses a JES2/3 Subsystem Interface Request to allocate the 
JES job number for the print output. The normal JES2 or JES3 messages 
appear when the output is printed or punched. For example, the JES2 
messages are: 

$HASPOOO JOB nnn jobname ON PRINTERx mrnrnm LINES 

$HASPOOO JOB nnn jobname PURGED 

nnn JES job numbe r 

jobname COS job name 

x Local printer 

mmnm Number of lines in the output dataset 
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GLOSSARY 

The following terms are defined as they are used in this manual. If you 
do not find the term you are looking for, refer to the INDEX, or to the 
IBM Data Processing Glossary, IBM publication number GC20-l699, or the 
glossary of the Cray-OS Version 1 Reference Manual, publication SR-OOll. 

A 

Allocation - The linking of a dataset to a program which then treats it 
as a file. In MVS JCL the Data Definition (DD) statement performs this 
function for a job step. Datasets for transfer to/from COS are allocated 
to the MVS station while the transfer takes place. 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange - a code for 
representing characters as 7-bit patterns, used for character data by COS. 

B 

Blank Compression - A technique whereby strings of consecutive space 
characters are replaced by a blank insertion character and a count of 
spaces; used by COS character blocked datasets. 

BLKSIZE - The maximum size of the physical records in a MVS dataset, 
specified as sub parameter of the DCB parameter in MVS JCL. (Equivalent 
to MBS in a COS ACCESS statement.) 

C 

COS - The Cray Operating System 

D 

Dataset - The major unit of data storage and retrieval in the operating 
system, consisting of a collection of data in one of several prescribed 
arrangements, and described by control information to which the system 
has access. Under COS a dataset may be subdivided into one or more files. 

Destination - The name of a remote work station or connected system which 
is known to MVS· (in particular the Job Entry Subsystem) and to which 
output from MVS and COS jobs may be sent. 
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DSORG - The organization of a MVS dataset specified as a subparameter of 
the DCB parameter in MVS JCL. 

Dynamic Allocation - Tbe linking of a dataset to a program during 
execution instead of when it is loaded into storage. The MVS station 
dynamically allocates datasets during transfers. 

E 

EBCDIC - Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code - a code for 
representing characters as 8-bit patterns, used in IBM/MVS systems. 

END OF JOB (/EOJ) - Statement - MVS Station control statement placed in a 
dataset containing COS job co.,trol statements which indicates to the MVS 
station that following statements are to be treated as another job. 

F 

F (fixed) - As in RECFM=F indicates that all records both logical and 
physical in a MVS dataset are the same length. 

FBA - As in RECFM=FBA is equivalent to RECFM=FB except that the first 
character of each logical record is treated as an ANSI printer control 
character. 

FB (Fixed Blocked) - As in RECFM=FB indicates that the logical records in 
an MVS dataset are the same length, and that an integral number of 
records are contained in a ptysical record. 

File - (1) In MVS terminology, a dataset as known by a program 
to which it is allocated. (2) In CRI terminology, a collection of 
records in a dataset. One or more files comprise a dataset. 

Free - To break the link between a dataset and a program formed by 
allocation. 

L 

Library See Partitioned Dataset 

Log off - To break the link established by LOGON. 

Log on - (1) To establish a link between the MVS Station and COS so that 
data sets may be transferred between MVS and COS according to the rules of 
the CRAY Frontend Protocol. (2) To establish a link between a terminal 
user and the MVS Time Sharing Option (TSO) ~ the command used for this 
operation. 
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LRECL - The maximum size of the logical records in a blocked MVS dataset 
specified as a subparameter of the DCB parameter in MVS JCL. For fixed 
format records BLKSIZE must be a multiple of LRECL. For Variable format 
unspanned records BLKSIZE must be at least LRECL+4. 

M 

MVS station - The set of programs provided by CRI which provide MVS users 
with the general facilities of Job and Dataset Submission to COS, dataset 
transfer between MVS and COS and control and monitoring facilities. 

MVS - Multiple Virtual Storage operating system, provided by IBM and 
running on the IBM computer or equivalent that is the front end to the 
Cray system. 

P 

Partitioned Dataset (PDS) - A MVS dataset in which -the data is divided 
into separate logical groups called members. The dataset contains a 
directory used by the control program to locate particular members. Also 
known as a library. 

PDS - See Partitioned Dataset 

PO (Partitioned Organization) - As in DSORG=PO indicates the dataset is 
partitioned and hence contains a directory and members (see PDS). 

PS (Physical Sequential) - As in DSORG=PS indicates that in a dataset the 
records are organized on the basis of their successive physical 
positions, such as on magnetic tape. 

Q 

Queue - A queue of jobs or data sets awaiting transfer or being 
transferred from MVS to COS, or vice versa. The MVS station queues jobs 
and datasets by entries in a dataset called the Transfer Request File 
(TRF) • 

R 

RECFM - The format of the records in a MVS dataset, specified as a 
subparameter of the DCB parameter in MVS JCL. 
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S 

SYSIN - System Input dataset - a dataset normally containing control 
statements or directives, forming part of an MVS job, or allocated to a 
TSO user session, re~erred to by the DDNAME SYSIN. With the MVS Station, 
contains directives for the CRAY batch program. 

SYSOUT - A term used to define to MVS that output from a program is to be 
processed by the Job Entry Subsystem and not written directly to the 
physical device. 

T 

Transfer Request File (TRF) - An MVS station queue of jobs and datasets 
awaiting transfer or being transferred from MV~ to COS, or vice versa. 

TSO user - Vser of a terminal connected to the MVS Time Sharing Option. 
For the purppses of this publication, the TSO user has access to the TSO 
commands which are part of the MVS station. 

U 

U (undefined) - As in RECFM=U indicates that each physical record in a 
MVS dataset is equivalent to a logical record. The ·record lengths may be 
different and the actual length of a record is determined at the time of 
the Input or Output operation. 

userid - The identifier of a MVS TSO user. 

v 

v (variable) - As in RECFM=V indicates that each physical record in a MVS 
dataset represents a logical record and the actual length is contained in 
a block descriptor word in the first four bytes of the record. 

VBA - As in RECFM=VBA is equivalent to RECFM=VB except that the first 
character of each logical record is treated as an ANSI printer control 
character. 

VBS (Variable ~locked Spanned) - As in RECFM=VBS is sim~lar to RECFM=VB 
exqept that the logical record may span more than one physical record. 
This structure is similar to the COS blocked format. 

VB (Variable Blocked) - As in RECFM=VB indicates that each physical 
record in a MVS dataset contains one or more logical records. The actual 
length of each logical record is contained in a record descriptor word in 
the first fO\lc bytes of the record. The actui'l length of the physical 
record, or block, is contained in a block descriptor word in the first 
four bytes. 
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INDEX 

Active stream 
cancel, 3-7 
postpone, 3-28 

Allocating units, 2-4 
Alter status 

of COS channel, 3-10 
of COS control unit, 3-10 
of COS tape device, 3-10 

Availability codes, 3-3 

CANCEL command, 2-3, 3-4, 3-7 
CANCEL reply, 2-5 
Card readers, 1-1 
Channel 

enable or disable, 3-8 
errors, front-end, B-2 

CHANNEL command, 3-8 
CLASS command, 3-9 
Clear job sense switch, 3-47 
/command character, 3-5 
Command 

and response conventions, 1-2 
availability, 3-2, 3 
descriptions, 3-6 
invalid format, 3-6 

Command entry 
description, 3-4 
MVS console, 3-5 
TSO user, 3- 5 

Communication 
CSS and Cray, 3-24 
station and COS, 3-25 

Configuration 
alter COS tape or disk device, 3-10 
display tape device, 3-48 

CONFIGURE command 
COS job 

end processing, 3-14 
kill, 3-21 

Cray mainframe 
job staged from MVS, 3-4 
power on or off, B-2 

Cray mass storage, 3-4 
Cray operating system (COS) control, 3-2 
CRAYCMD command, 3-6 
CSS 

procedure, 2-1 
terminate communication with Cray, 3-24 
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Data files, transfer of, 1-1 
Dataset 

backup, 3-18 
contention, 2- 6 
status message, 3-12 
terlllinates, 3-7 
transfer 
transfer control, 3-4 
transfer display or control, 3-53 
transfer postpone, 3-28 

DATASET command, 3-12 
Datasets 

plot, C-l 
print, C-1 
punch, C-1 

Destination ID change, 3-33 
DEVICE command, 3-13 
DEVICE message, 8-2 
Display 

cos dataset statuB, 3-12 
COS system statuB, 3-40 
Generic resource status, 3-34 
MVS station status, 3-38 
dataset transfers, 3-53 
job class status, 3-37 
mass storage status, 3-43 
tape device information, 3-48 
tape job status, 3-50 

Display commands, 3-2 
DROP command, 3-14 

END command, 2-3, 3-15 
ENTER command, 3-16 
ENTER key, 3-5 

FLUSH command, 3-18 
Front-end interface 

back panel, B-1 
front panel, B-1 
master clear, 8-2 
operation, B-1 
power off procedure, B-2 

Generic resource status, 3-34 

Hardware error processing, B-2 
Hardware support, 8-1 
HYPERchanne1 network interface, 1-1 
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Input dataset, delete, 3-21 
Input streams, change total number, 3-44 

JES job number, C-1. 
JES2/3 Subsystem Interface Request, C-l 
Job 

class status display, 3-37 
clasaes, turn on or off, 3-9 
end processing, 3-31 
files, transfer, 1-1 
input dataset staging, 3-4 
scheduling parameters, change, 3-16 
sense switches, manipulate, 3-47 
sequence number (JSQ), 3-4 
status display, 3-19, 3-20.1 
suspension, terminate, 3-30 

JOB command, 3-19 
Job control 

directives, 3-4 
information, 3-4 
statements, 3-4 

Job processing 
reSUKle, 3-32 
suspend, 3-46 

Jobs, limit number active, 3-22 
JSQ (Job sequence number), 3-4 
JSTAT command, 3-20.1 

KILL command, 3-21 

LIMIT command, 3-22 
LINK command, 3-23 
Link communication subtask failure, B-2 
Link to COS, control, 3-1 
Loggil19 

off, from COS, 2-3 
on, to COS, 2-2 

LOGOFF command, 2-3, 3-24 
LOGON command, 2-2, 3-25 

Mass storage, status display, 3-43 
Mass storage device, change read-only 

status, 3-13 
Master operator station 

change, 3-27 
deSignated at installation time, 1-1 

Message and response formats, 1-2 
MESSAGE command, 3-26 
Messages 

aetion, 2-7 
COS tape Daunt, 2-7 
information, 2-6 

MODIFy command, 3-4, 3-5 
Mounting tapes, 2-5 
MVS station, activity of, 9-1 

NO reply, 2-7 
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OPBRATOR command, 3-27 
Operator messages, format and 

descriptions, A-I 
Output dataset, delete, 3-21. 
Output streams, change tot41 number, 3-44 

POSTPONE command, 3-4, 3-28 
POSTPONE reply, 2-4 
PRINT command, 3-29 
Publication list, iii 

Read-only status, 3-13 
RECOVER command, 3-30 
Remote job entry (RJE) terminals, C-1 
RERUN command, 3-31 
RESELECT reply, 2-7 
RESUME command, 3-32 
RETRY reply, 2-4 
RJE (remote job entry) terminals, C-l 
ROUTB command, 3-33 
RSTAT command, 3-34 

Scheduling parameters, change, 3-16 
SET command, 3-34.1 
Set job sense switch, 3-47 
SHUTDOWN command, 3-35 
Software connection, 1-1 
Source IO, change, 3-33 
SOurce language decks, 3-4 
STAGE comnand, 3-36 
START command, 2-1 
STATCLASS command, 3-37 
Station 

activation, 2-1 
attributes, 3-34.1 
command summary, 3-1 
deactivation, 2-3 
ID, change, 3-16, 3-33 
load module, activate, 2-1 
109£i1e, print, 3-29 
operation, 2-1 
requests, response to, 2-4 
terminate activity of, 3-15 
tracing control, 3-52 

STATION command, 3-38 
StatuB 

display, MVS/Cray link, 3-23 
message, dataset, 3-12 
MVS station display, 3-38 

STATUS command, 3-40 
STOP command, 2-3 
STORAGE command, 3-43 
Stream 

counts, change, 3-44 
tracing, 3-52 

STREAM command, 3-44 
Subsystem vector table (SSVT), 2-3 
SUSPEND command, 3-46 
SWITCH command, 3-47 
SYS1.PROCLIB, 2-1 
SYSOUT proceSSing, C-l 
System interruption, 3-35 
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TAPE command, 3-48 
Tape device 

alter status of, 3-10 
information display, 3-48 

Tape job status, display, 3-50 
Terminal ID (TID) 

change, 3-16 
for TSO user, 1-1 

Terminate station, 3-15 
Time sharing option (TSO) terminals, 1-1 
TJOB command, 3-50 
TRACE command, 3-52 
TRANSPER CANCEL, 3-7, 3-4 
TRANSFER command, 3-53 
Transfer number, assigned, 3-4 
TRANSFER POSTPONE, 3-4 
TRANSFER QUERY, 3-4 
Transfer request file (TRF) 

at initialization, 2-2 
dataset display or control, 3-53 
initialize, 2-1 

TSO command, 3-5 
TSO terminals, 1-1 

Unitname, 2-4 

VARY message, B- 2 
Volatile device back up, 3-18 
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